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"What  things  are  going to  come 

will be  clear from the fact that a 
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fertilizer factory situated in the Mehsana 
district of Gujarat with a capital investment 
0f Rs. 70 cores provides employment only 
to 350 persons. And, according to a press 
report, a Rs. 250 crore fertiliser project, 
proposed to be set up in Baroch district of 
the same State will directly employ only 
1000 or 1100 persons with the commission-
ing of the plant by the middle of 1979." 
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SHRI KALYAN ROY (West Bengal) : Sir, I 
must confess at the outset that it is very difficult 
to criticise Mr. Bahuguna with a disarming smile 
even when we criticise him. He was 1 such a 
successful Chief Minister, much more successful 
than those wh0 followed and yet today it is 
surprising as to what has happened to that dyna-
mism, to that determination and to that drive. All 
seem to have disappeared. Is it because he is a 
captive of some big lobby and he is overwhelmed 
because of the pressure and feels that he is not 
able to steer an independent course which only 
can save the drug industry today from being 
mercilessly exploited by the multi-national 
companies? He has two big empires—one is the 
drug industry and the multi-national companies 
and the other is petroleum. Sir, I would have 
been happy if I could have given him full praise, 
but I am unhappy because I have not been able to 
do that. May be, the fault lies elsewhere. 

So far as the drug industry is concerned, we 
did achieve something in the shape of the 
Hathi Commission's Report. That was a report 
given by disiinuguished parliamentarians 
from all sides. Seme of the leading M.Ps. 
from the Janata Party were members of the 
Hathi Committee. And they gave certain 
recommendations in order to save the 
indigenous drug industry, in order to develop 
the drug industry, in order to save the country 
from being fleeced by the multi-national 
companies. These were the three main aims of 
the Hathi Committee. The position is rather 
grave which Mr. Bahuguna will agree. It has 
been pointed out very clearly by the Hathi 
Committee that there are today 45 drug 
companies where the direct or indirect foreign 
shareholding exceeds 40 per cent. The share 
of the foreign companies in 1976-77 in the 
production of bulk drugs and formulation is :   
Rs. 63 crores of bulk drugs    and 
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Us. 292 crores of formulations repre senting 
40 per cent and 43 per cent res pectively of the 
country's production. In spite of the large 
number of foreign sector companies, the 
country import ed bulk drugs of the value of 
Rs. 47 crores during 1976-77. Remittances 
of profits and dividends by foreign companies 
from 1970-71 to 1975-76 .amounted to Rs. 19 
crores approxi mately. This is the background 
of the Hathi Committee report. And the 
previous Government dilly-dallied over it and 
did not take any steps. This was utilised by the 
multi-nation al companies. They, in the mean 
time, because of the failure of the past 
Government to take a decision because they 
did not want to annoy the multi-nationals, 
continued merrily and engaged themselves in 
consider able excess production. Mr. Bahu 
guna did not have to take much trouble. The 
report was there. He could have implemented 
it as it is. There would have been heart-burn 
ing by the people who have gained 
800 or 900 per cent dividend per year. But 
after all this huff and puff, as one of the 
weeklies reported, the Government's long-
awaited decision on the recommendations of 
the Hathi Committee on the pharmaceutical in 
dustry is an impressible example of the 
proverbal mouse emerging from a mountain of 
labour. Mr. Bahuguna justified this concession 
to the multi national companies on the ground 
of the need to sustain a high level" of 
drug production in the country, espe cially 
production of the so-called high technology 
drugs. These are the two justifications for this 
abject sur render to the multi-nationals. Sur 
render is nothing new to the Govern ment. 
They have surrendered on the 
Farakka issue; they have surrendered on the 
question of drug  industry-, and they are 
surrendering on the Tarapur question, as was 
obvious from the reply of the Prime 
Minister today. But we expected 
something better from Mr. Bahuguna 

—to put up a fight with the reactionary lobby 
in the Cabinet. Instead of fight, I find a new 
face of Mr. Bahuguna—that of compromise 
with the multi-nationals. 

Sir, this 'high technology' is a big phrase. 
But in our country, it has no relation to the 
basic features of the health problem. Why do I 
say so? Because what are the conditions in 
our country? These have been aptly 
summarised by one of the leading journals of 
the country. What are the features? These 
are—a predominantly rural population which 
is also largely illiterate and has a very low 
purchasing power; a very low doctor-patient 
ratio; extremely inadequate public health 
services; a very common widespread 
occurrence of parasitic diseases and 
nutritional disorders. These are the things 
which have to be tackled. But our entire drug 
industry orientation is not to tackle these 
problems. The entire resources are mobilised 
to satisfy a small proportion of the relatively 
affluent population of the cities and the 
towns, with purchasing power and access to 
doctors and organised health facilities. This is 
giving such bumptious and sumptuous profits 
to the multinationals. Why is drug industry 
attracting them? Why not steel? Why not 
mines? Why not textiles— except the 
synthetic part of it? Because here the rate of 
investment is very little and the rate of profit 
is the highest even in relation to the advanced 
Western capitalist countries. Here the per 
capita cost of production is the lowest 
perhaps in the world and the profits which 
Sandoz, Merks, Glaxo and other multi-
nationals earn is much more than what they 
earn in the United States or Switzerland or 
France. These are stark realities which have 
been gone into in detail by a Government 
Committee, a Committee set up by Parliament 
whose report has been rejected contemptu-
ously. This is how you treat Parliament's 
recommendations? Is it restoration of    
Parliament to   its rightful 
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place? That is the question which has to be 
asked. I am not casting aspersions. I am 
saying that Indira Gandhi did not accept it. 
But that showed her face. She was raising 
populist slogans, threatening the multi-
nationals abroad and compromising with them 
here. That was her face—a double face. But 
are you any better? That is the question. 
{Interruptions) I do not know what Mr. 
Janeshwar Mishra mumbled; I could not hear 
him. What is the background of it? Again, I 
would like to refer the report of the Hathi 
Committee. It is not a dogmatic approach. It is 
not an approach from the Marxist point of 
view or from a classical labour point of view. 
It is an approach which is suitable for our 
country. Only yesterday the Director of the 
Government of India Central Drug Research 
Institute at Luck-now pointed out in the Shail 
Singh Sakhey Memorial Lecture that out of 
15,000 Foundations using some 250 bulk 
drugs currently produced in the country not 
more than 100 bulk drugs and 200 
formulations at the most are needed to take 
care of the major disease conditions affecting 
over 80 per cent, of the population. He also 
pointed out that the major formulations of 
essential life saving drugs are only around 30 
per cent, of the formulations while they play a 
dominant role in the manufacture of common 
household remedies and vitamin preparations. 
The share of some firms in such type of 
production is as high as 80 to 90 per cent. So, 
Sir, the people expect that the Government 
policy should have been a drastic policy, to 
drastically curb the production of nonessential 
drugs and expand manifold the production of 
the relatively small number of essential drugs 
which meets the health requirements of the 
bulk of the population. And these drugs have 
been very well identified by the Hathi 
Committee. 

The World Health Organisation has also 
recently accepted that the number of 
necessary drugs is relatively .small and has 
published a long list of 

essential drugs which are needed in the other 
developed countries. So, Sir, there are no 
technological barriers to expanding 
production of these drugs. This should have 
been done in this country. And the production 
technology required for producing this kind 
of drugs here is not required to be imported. 
The question of take-over has been rejected. 
And that is why it has elicited comment of 
producing a mouse from a mountain of labour 
and has expressed unanimous unhappiness 
are resentment over the way the Janata 
Government have mutilated the 
recommendations of the Hathi Commission. 

There are two major points while Mr. 
Bahuguna succumbs to the pressure of 
multinational companies. First, the 
Government has thrown overboard the Hathi 
Committee's specific findings that the 
proportion of foreign equity in Indian 
subsidiaries of multinationals should be 
reduced to 40 per cent, immediately and 
progressively reduced to 26 per cent. 

In respect of another policy enunciated by 
the Cabinet led by the most pious man in the 
country, Mr. Morarji Desai, the foreign equity 
of 74 per cent, would be allowed in 
companies engaged in the production of the 
so-called high technology bulk drugs, and a 
formulation based on that. It is a total 
mutilation. Even then the other foreign 
companies are to be allowed to retain 40 per 
cent, foreign equity which is more than 
enough for the multinational companies to 
keep control over it. So the major problem, 
the basic recommendation, the crux of the 
Hathi Committee was knocked out. 

Secondly, the Government had agreed to 
regularise the capacity installed by 
pharmaceutical companies including the 
subsidiaries of the multinationals in excess of 
the licensed limits. The excess capacity for 
production of even household remedies and 
non-essential drugs like throat-lozenzes,     
aphrodisiaccs     and 
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tranquilizers may be allowed to be regularised 
so long as the ratio of production of bulk 
drugs together with formulation is less than 
1:5 in the case of foreign companies and 1:10 
in the case of the Indian companies. In other 
words, Sir, what would this mutilation lead 
to? In practice this so-called equalisation will 
mean legalisation of their illegally installed 
capacity. So, how are they hurt? In the 
beginning I described the stranglehold, the 
grip of the multi-nationals over our drug 
industry. They get fabulous profits which they 
keep. The Hathi Committee made certain 
basic recommendations and those basic 
recommendations have been knocked out by 
the Janata Government. They are completely 
rejected by the Janata Government. The other 
Government also rejected them although they 
did not say so. So, Sir, in this way I find that 
Mr. Bahuguna and Mr. Morarji Desai are, till 
today, members of Mrs. Gandhi's Cabinet 
because they are following the same policy. 

SHRI ARVIND GANESH KULKARNI 
(Maharashtra): I think you are now making 
bold yourself... 

SHRI KALYAN ROY: Thank you, Mr. 
Kulkarni. I am always delighted to hear your 
voice which was absent for a few years. 

SHRI ARVIND GANESH KULKARNI: 
When you were on that side... 

SHRI KALYAN RO,Y: Please go though 
the speech, Mr. Kulkarni and then you will 
certainly agree with me. I would like to stress 
again that because of the foreign competition, 
we had to take deputations to Mr. Bahuguna 
every day. What happne-ed to Bengal 
Chemical? That became sick. There was a lot 
of shouting, there were a lot of representations 
and a lot of appeals and ultimately the 
Government of India took it over. I think its 
performance is improving. Again, the other 
concern, Bengal Immunity, one 

of the pioneers of our pharmaceutical 
industry, has become sick. I think Mr. 
Bahuguna is aware of it; tele grams have been 
sent to him. This is one of the oldest 
pharmaceutical concerns in this country, 
producing certain very essential drugs and 
how it is on the verge of closure. They 
cannot do it. Poor Indian firms, without 
collaboration with multi-nati onals, cannot 
complete with them and you have not able to 
create a situation where I can complete with 
the result that I become sick which ultimately 
leads to closure. Then the workers go to him 
saying, " Please take it over." "Where is the 
money?" I think the Janata Government is 
com mitted for ever to private capital. "I 
cannot take over all the private capi tal 
because it goes sick," Prime Minis ter says. 
He has to reply to this specific point. I am not 
giving a sort of rough and ready lecture. These 
are the points which are irritating us. 1 would 
again appeal to the Govern ment. I would not 
appeal any other person. I am appealing to 
Mr. Bahu guna because he has shown where 
courage has to be shown, in certain cases. I 
am appealing to him to re 
view the decisions of the Cabinet 
which are anti-national which are 
pro-monopoly and promulti- 
national. The decisions, as    they 
are, will throttle the indigenous drug industry 
and perpetuate the stranglehold of the multi-
national companies who, for ever, will reap 
200 per cent and 300 per cent profits and who 
will neglet research. What is the main 
allegation against the multi-nationals? All the 
formulations are made in Zurich or Geneva, 
London or Washington D.C. an<} sub-
standard drugs are dumped here. This is the 
situation and this is the difference between the 
developed and the developing countries. Our 
scientists are forced to go to departments there 
but they cannot them to take up jobs in their 
research get jobs in the multi-national compa-
nies here. What is the solution to balance this 
imbalance? There the Hathi Committee gave 
certain ways, certain paths. It is obvious that 
the 
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way you have accepted them will also go 
against the public sector and it is a shame. 
Maybe it is true to your ideology that from 
now on there is no public sector. But the 
public sector is the only answer to the basic 
problems of our country, in particular relation 
to life-saving drugs. 

My second point is in relation to the second 
empire of which he is the King, i. e. the 
Petroleum Department. Here, Sir, I will 
confine myself to one or two points. You have 
the Hindustan Petroleum Corporation, the 
Indian Oil Corporation, Caltex—all these. 
Here, in this House, Mr. Malaviya had as-
sured that, in respect of the huge disparity in 
the salaries of a high official and the lowest 
paid worker, something would be done. In the 
coalmines or in the steel plants the officers 
are being paid uniformly. There is no dif-
ference in the salary of a top officer in 
Rourkela or Bhilai or Durgapur or TTSCO. 
Nor is there any difference between the salary 
of an executive working in Nagpur or Asansol 
or Dhanbad or elsewhere. A uniform salary is 
there. But here we find some officials getting 
Rs. 8000 as the salary with all the 
perquisites—the best flats, the peons and the 
chaprasis—and ethers are casual workers. 
This discrepancy does not prevail in any pub-
lic sector undertaking. The best thing would 
be to bring about a uniformity in the pay-
scales and removing the disparity which is 
there because of the domination of the foreign 
companies in this sector. 

The second point here is regarding the 
drilling aspect. I have some criticism, 
although I do praise what has been achieved 
by our technicians by their co-ordinated 
efforts. I do not want to minimize my 
appreciation for the good work that they are 
doing— they des;rve some praise also—but 
something is also wrong somewhere. Has he 
looked into it? We have submitted a 
memorandum to him. There are two or three 
areas about which I woulld like to draw his 
attention. One 

is about the ONGC drilling at Bodra,24 
Paraganas. ONGC decided in April, 1965 to 
start the drilling opera tion for oil exploration 
in this area by drilling an area at Bodra—it is 
in the south of Calcutta—upto to a proposed 
depth of 5000 metres. The well was suddenly 
abandoned after drilling up to a depth of 4200 
metres because, we are told, it stuck up. The 
dril ling was abandoned and the targeted 
depth remained untouched. The Highway 
showed the presence of Natural Gas in high 
pressure zone. Yet, Sir, no attempt has been 
made to start the drilling. And in this 
way 69 driling operations were sus pended. 
The second is about the drilling at Baku'ntala, 
in the same district, 24 Paraganas. Here, a suit 
able well was to be (jug, as a result of a 
seismic survey, up to a targeted depth of 4500 
metres. This was in November, 1973. ONGC 
had to drill it in order to explore the 
possibility of getting oil- Then, what happen 
ed? No action was taken to procure a 
powerful drilling rig. It was, there fore, 
decided to divert one drilling rig from Assa-m 
to Bakuntala. An other well was released at 
the same time at Galsi, which was to be dril 
led ^ *3 old rigs lyi'ng unused. All this had to 
be suddenly given up. My main criticism is 
that it had been left without reaching the 
targeted depth. Maybe I am wrong. I am 
not a technician. You proposed to dig up to 
5,000 metres, but you aban doned drilling at 
these places. At Bodra, Bakuntaln and Galsi, 
without reaching the targeted depth. Why is 
it happenings so many times? Take, 
for example, what is happening in the 
Diamond Harbour. The actual spud 
ding was started on 6-10-1977 
at    the Diamond      Harbour point 
released by the ONGC. Then 
it developed some complications. Here 
I would like Mr. Bahuguna to have a 
thorough     inquiry. It   developed 
complication due to inefficiency, improper 
supervision and sikll. Has there been any 
enquiry into it? Sir, in relation to the 
Diamond Harbour drilling it is learnt 
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that at the time of resuming circula 
tion before cementation at the depth 
of 187 metres, the casing pipes par 
ted. And it yas not shown. Number 
two, Sip, proper detection was not 
«nade at the time of circulation as 
the circulation was not made step 
by step and was allowed to run 
rapidly without considering the con 
sequences. The circulation was 
established before 60 atmospheric 
pressure. What are the reasons? The 
float collar was not acted properly. 
Though it was recorded in DPR that 
the casing pipe was posted at 60 
atmospheric pressure, there are 
doubts whether the atmospheric pres 
sure was that 

Complaints and allegations in relation to 
Diamond Harbour are going on. The 
technicians and high officials deployed with 
the ArmcD Rig are not properly trained and 
capable of running the machines and equip-
ment aVij also proper conducting the whole 
drilling operation with the sophisticated 
electrically operated Artnco Rig. 

Sir, as I pointed out, so far as exploration is 
concerned, it is not that we rush into a certain 
area, spend a lot of money and suddenly 
withdraw from it. I have mentioned Bodra, 
Bankutala and Diamond Harbour. What 
happened actually? When the recognised 
unions are making allegations and the 
allegations have been handed over personally 
by me to the Chairman or the Vice-Chairman 
of the ONGC, Mr. Prasad whom I met last 
month—I happen to be the Vice-President of 
the ONGC Union—unfortunately, nobody 
agrees to discuss with them. There is no harm 
in our discussing them with these technicians. 
They are also technicians. How are you go. ing 
to take them into confidence All the the 
intelligence- and all the skills may be    
monopolised by those 

officers who remain in air-conditioned 
offices. I do not grudge that. The monopoly of 
intelligence is concentrated in Delhi and the 
Head Office at Dehradun. I say that when it is 
toeing criticised by the workers, something 
has gone wrong. Why do you not ask them to 
sit down with your officers and discuss with 
them? I would not have made allegations 
here. Now, when I make allegations here, I 
would ask Shri Bahuguna t0 satisfy me point 
by pointj otherwise there will be a series of 
questions and discussions in tbe House, and 
the time of the House will be taken. 

Unfortunately, this is the reason why the 
labour in the country is dissatisfied. Tension 
is developing whether it is in the ONGC, the 
Telco, the HEL or the Coal India. They think 
that the labour is there only to ask for wages, 
for giving them quarters and for stopping 
retrenchment. When they point out corruption, 
inefficiency, improper dealing etc, then the 
officers get angry at them and tell them that 
they are not there to discuss these things. This 
attitude persists. Because of this, I have 
personally handed over to Mr. Prasad a copy 
of the allegations. He gave a very patient 
hearing. I have full appreciation for him. But, 
after that, there was no follow up. I would like 
Shri Bahuguna, if it is not possible for him 
today, later to give us in writing what went 
wrong, why the targeted depth was not drilled 
and what are the possibilities. We have 'been 
told that the entire Calcutta is floating on oil. 
But no attempt has been made to find out oil 
there. What is the difficulty? Is it congestion 
or urbanity or lack 0f sophisticated equipment 
or is it that the information which was given 
to us by the Soviet experts was a tall claim not 
supported by facts? All these have to be 
thrashed out because they give rise to mis-
givings. 

3 P.M. 
Sir, before I conclude, again in relation to 

certain demands of the workers, I would like 
to point out a discrepancy.    This   question 
also I have 
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raised earlier, and this is about    the 
representation  by  the   ONGC  Workmen's 
Association regarding enhancement of house 
rent allowance. It came up in this House on 
the 27th    February, 1978. Sir, Calcutta is one 
of the costliest places in tne    country.    You 
cannot rent a room anywhere downtown or in 
the suburbs for less   than Rs. 150 per month. 
And yet, Sir, there is gross    discrepancy    
between     the house  rent  allowance  which  
is paid to a workman working in the Calcutta 
ONGC office and the house rent allowance 
which is paid to a    workman working in the 
Bombay ONGC office. There is a huge 
difference,  although the   workman   
employed   in   Calcutta has to pay the same 
rent, if not more. In Calcutta, if the pay is 
below Rs 100 p.m.,  the  workman  is    paid   
Rs. 25  p.m.  as house rent allowance. In 
Bombay, if his pay is beiow Rs.  100 p.m., he 
is paid Rs. 30 p.m. as house rent allowance. In 
Calcutta, if his any is above Rs. 100, then he is 
paid is 25 per cent of the pay subpect to mini-
mum  of Rs.  30  and  a  maximum of Rs. 500 
per month. In Bombay, if his pay is above Rs. 
100, then he is paid 30 per cent of the pay 
subject to a minimum of Rs. 35 and a 
maximum of Rs. 600 p.m. Mr. Bahuguna 
stated that this is because of the guidelines 
issued by the Bureau 0f Public Enterprises.   
Now,   the  Bureau   of     Public Enterprises  
may  be    stupid. Do you like to be stupid? Is 
it not your duty to  satisfy  your workmen, to  
remove the gross  injustice done to a     large 
section of people? Is it not leading to 
dissatisfaction?  So  I asked the  Government 
whether the Government had any  proposal  to  
enhance the     house rent allowance in 
Calcutta to bring it on par with the house rent 
allowance in Bombay.  We do not want    
more. We  want the same thing to be paid 
uniformly  all  over  the  country.  For 
instance,   in   Coal   India  Limited,  the same 
scale of pay Js given and    the same rate of 
house rent allowance is paid. In the  steel 
plants, the    same rate of house rent allowance 
prevails. Why are you only stubborn to follow 
the  stupid  guidelines   of  the  Bureau of 
Public  Enterprises?  Why   So,  this 

anomaly has to be rectified.  So,  Sir, my last 
point.... 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA; You are laying 
a big trap for me today, 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA; You are not 
know. I know you have always been able to 
manage to come out of all kinds of traps. 

Lastly, I know the difficulties of going into 
off-shore exploration for oil. Sophisticated  
equipment,     machinery and all kinds of 
technical know-how are necessary. My only 
request to the present Government—as it was 
to the past Government    also—is to be cau-
tious about jumping into collaboration with a 
foreign multi-national.   I know the 
difficulties. I am not    minimising the 
difficulties, nor am I claming that India  has  
everything,  all  the  know-how,  at the 
sophisticated machinery. You have to go in for 
technical know-how. But beware: have certain 
conditions whereby we do not have to face a 
situation of the type we are facing today at 
Tarapur where they can just forget to violate  
an  agreement.    The Prime  Minister has  
today     solemnly said that we have an 
agreement anc> there are provision.    But Mr. 
Carter can stop it.    And Mr.  Morarji Desai 
says "I d0 not believe   in tit t°r tat". Please see 
that we do not n&ve to face this sort of 
situation once again where we would be at the 
mercy of    some foreign   Government,   or at 
the mercy of     foreign    multi-natiovial     
companies.    This  is the     bitter experience, 
particularly    in    our    relations   with the    
United States    which still thinks that   we     
should   only   confine     ourselves   to    
export  of raw     materials and     import of     
sophisticated  goods. They are not happy with 
our industrial   development.  The     thinking  
of some     Americans     senators  and  the 
thinking of Mr. Charan Singh exactly 
coincide, that we should not develop-heavy 
industries, that we should only export, jute, 
cotton and coal and import sophisticated  
equipment.  And  if we  start  developing  
ourselves either in nticlear technology or in   
any other 
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technology, then comes the answer that you 
are not getting the raw-materials any more. 
An yet to our utter shame we find Mr. Desai 
refuse to recall the Ambassador. Let us not 
face this situation any more. 

Lastly I come to the question which is 
agitating the housewives very much and we 
raised this matter even in the past, and that is 
the question of cooking gas. We want that 
coal should be conserved; coal should not be 
wasted because, after all, that is the only fuel 
that we have, and our fertilizer plants may 
have to be based on coal in future. And then 
we have to popularise cooking gas. Now, the 
cooking gas is not only expensive, it is not 
available. When one suddenly finds there is 
no gas, one immediately tries to get it from 
the dealer; but the dealer takes T4 to 15 days 
to supply the the refill. And then often 
accidents take place because the cylinders are 
defective. Has the honourable Minister gone 
into this question- If not, he should go into it 
now. That is all J have to say. 

Once again with folded hands 1 would 
appeal to the honourable Minister not be to 
satisfied with the muti-ation has done to the 
Hathi Committee's recommendations. He 
thinks the way he has accepted the recom-
mendations will meet our immediate ends. 
Unfortunately that is not so. I am repeating it. 
I am quoting from one of the leading journals 
of the country. It said, the impact of the 
decision of the Janata Government in terms of 
expanding the production of the most vitally 
needed medicines at prices which bear a more 
realistic relationship to the purchasing power 
of tne majority of the population than at 
present, and the closely related objectives of 
regulating the operations of the multinationS 
drug companies ir ;he country, will be 
minimal or evf-actually negative because of 
the deci-sition to modify the Hathi 
Committee's 

 recommendations in the way Janata 
Government has done. So it should be 
scrapped and Hathi Committee's 
recommendations should be implemented as 
they are. Thank you. 
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SHRI ARVIND GANESH KULKARNI: 

Sir, we have now heard the Minister of State 
in the Ministry of Petroleum giving the 
projections of production of 1982 as well as 
the estimated consumption figures. Sir, at the 
outset, I am very happy to say that in this 
country the fertilizer technology has been 
mastered by our own technicians, and whether 
it is the Engineers India Limited or the Ferti-
lizer Corporation of India at Trombay or the 
FACT at Alwaye, our technicians have played 
a big rolev have taken a big stride in the 
designing facilities being created and in the 
technology being upgraded. It is a very 
creditable achievement on the part of our 
technicians as well as on the part of our 
Ministry which is helping these technicians. 

Secondly, Sir, I am also very happy to say 
that this Ministry during the course of the last 
ten or fifteen years, when rny party was in 
power, took care to see that the work of these 
technicians and technologists is not brought 
under any political pressure whereby the 
technologists would be frustrated and I hope 
that his party will continue to do the same 
thi'ng. 

Sir, the same is the story with the I    
progress and achievements of the Oil 
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Gas Commission. Sir, during the last three or 
four years, as everybody is aware, due to the 
oil crisis this country has faced and 
experienced inflation having no bounds. But, 
Sir, the offshore exploration by the ONGC 
has achieved gre&t strides and it is to the 
credit of the ONGC technicians that they have 
successfully explored oil and their new find 
from the Kerala side is also very admirable. I 
hope within a foresea-ble future we shall be 
self sufficient in the production of 0U as well 
as the associate gas. 

Sir, the point that I want to men 
tion is that the Minister must have 
bee'n persuaded, I think, by the obser 
vations 0f my colleague, Shri Shyam 
Lai Yadav, to believe—he might him 
self be an agriculturist and know- 
rag the position himself—that 
the      per unit    cost of        ferti- 
liser in this country is very high. He might 
also be aware, Sir, that the per unit investment 
cost in this country is als0 very high. It is, 
therefore, very necessary that the Government 
applies its mind t0 this problem, Perhaps, as 
the Minister has pointed out, they are trying to 
take a loan from the World Bank for establish-
ing captive generation units at half a per cent, 
if I have heard him rightly. Sir, the captive 
generation plants are also very essential, 
which require our attention. But, Sir, if you 
could divert some of those funds to the 
investment in these new plants which are 
based on high technology and, what you call 
difficult technology, perhaps a great 
achievement could be made in providing the 
cheap capital for these plants. I would suggest 
that priority should be given to the diversion 
of this type of loan to the capital investments 
m the fertiliser plants. I am myself not aware 
of the position here. But I know in the 
agricultural sector the World Bank gives loans 
but with a stipulation that the Government of 
India cannot reduce the rate of interest, which 
must be as per the      Reserve 

Bank of India's minimum rate 0f lending, 
seven per cent, 0r whatever it is. Thereiore, it 
is for the Minister to check whether that half 
a per cent interest bearing loan can be 
diverted to the capital investment in the 
fertiliser industry. If that is done, many 0f the 
troubles and the difficulties of the 
agriculturists will be more or less overcome 
on account of the low cost of fertiliser. 

Sir, in this connection, I would also like to 
point out that the Government very recently 
on the advice of the Marathe Committee, if I 
remember aright, devised a formula whereby 
the new units to be brought into existence or 
commissioned in this country are to be 
subsidised 0ut of certain pool funds from the 
old units. Sir, I am totally against it. As a 
member of the Board of Directors of the 
Indian Farmers Fertiliser Cooperative, i 
opposed this. 

[The    Vice-Chairman    (Shri    Shyam Lai 
Yadav) in the Chair] 

Sir, it is just like robbing Peter 
and paying Paul or robbing 
Paul and paying Peter. The scheme is 
like this, that a formula by which 
the new units are costly units and the 
old units having low investment, the 
capital     being depreciated.      For 
example, the cost of production in the old 
units was say 'X' and in the new units it is X 
plus 5 or X plus 10. The Marathe Committee 
recommended that certain price has t0 be 
fixed because the fertilisers are being mar-
keted under the Ministry 0f Agriculture. I 
know that. It is not the Petroleum Ministry; it 
is under the Ministry of Agriculture and what 
they have done is, they have appropriated say 
Rs. 200 0r Rs. 300 from the 'retained price'. 
The cost should be worked out on the basis of 
12 per cent return. I do not want to take the 
time 0f the House and the time of the Minister 
but as the Minister is responsible for it, I want 
to bring it 
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to his notice. We are in the co 
operative sector and even in a co 
operative organisation we bring our 
own 40 per cent equity in collabo 
ration with the Government of India. 
In the private sector, the private 
people  or   the   manufacturers are • 
required to bring in not more than 5 per cent 
to 7 per cent and the balance comes from all 
these financing institutions, that is, the public 
money, and that is going to be subsidised by 
the profits from these co-operatives or other 
institutions in the public sector which have 
already gone into production during the last 
10 years. Instead of that, I would suggest, give 
them low rate of interest; I do not mind; you 
reduce taxes if you want, and if you are really 
true to your slogans that you are going to 
reduce the c°st of fertiliser, then reduce the 
taxes. What is the necessity for a co-operative 
or a unit which is run. rang very efficiently, to 
subsidise private sector units? I do n°t want to 
say about a particular house; whether 'X' 
house, or 'Y' house or a Government 
company, whether the Zuari project in Goa or 
some other project in Ka'npur. These houses 
a/e beVng subsidised at the cost 0f other effi-
cient units. As the Minister rightly pointed 
out, let him devise a way, provide a low rate 
of interest if you have funds fro>m the World 
Bank. This is number one. 

Secondly, Sir, if you have not such funds, 
then give them more depreciation allowance 
or development rebate, because you have got 
that type of a scheme for the modernisation of 
the new sick units and you are giving them 
loans now-a-days at seven and a half per cent. 
That is the way it should be done. Robbing 
Paul Bfa^ paying Peter is not a proper policyj 
because thereby you are making old units sick 
as they cannot make profits and this is 
affecting the old units, particularly my 
organisation, which is a co-operative unit, 
which is one 0f the biggest    units in      the 

Asian countries a'nd which js a very 
efficiently run unit. That is why, I a-m 
pleading with you that a review should be 
undertaken to see whether this type of 
formula would encourage these new units 
further. There are other ways of encouraging 
the new units, "not the way of robbing some-
body and paying somebody else. 

Sir, the next point which I want t0 bring to 
the notice of the hon. Minister is, we are 
manufacturing this nitrogen. Some figures 
have been given by the hon. Minister; I can 
also quote many other figures. Nitrogen or 
Potash or what you call NTO or PTO 5, all 
these things we are manufacturing. But, Sir, 
has the Ministry applied its mind to the new 
technology an<j a new type 0f fertiliser being 
used in the foreign countries? Sir, perhaps, the 
Minister is aware—because I have myself 
written to him 2 or 3 times when I was not a 
Member of Rajya sabha— in the whole world 
now, the cost of fertiliser has to be brought 
down; otherwise, it will be difficult to meet 
the high cost of food. The difficulty is, we as 
the agriculturists have seen in Denmark, in 
European countries, in the U.S.A. and in 
Japan, nitrogen is directly injected into the 
land. Has your Ministry really applied it* 
mind t0 this new concept of injecting 
Ammonia directly? Sir, we have made an 
experiment in Maharashtra in various co-
operative sugar factories and agricultural 
institutions whereby we find that this direct 
injection of Ammonia is not only cheaper— it 
comes t0 about 70 per cent of the cost of a 
standard unit of Nitrogen— but it also raises 
productivity. It has been worked on sugarcane. 
Our finding is that it gives better results. It is 
cheaper. We have worked OH cotton. We have 
worked on wheat. We have not worked on rice 
because, in Maharashtra, rice is not a staple 
crop. We can conduct this experiment in the 
rice-growing areas like Tamil Nadu, Andhra 
Pradesh, Karnataka  and  s° °n      where this    
can 
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work. The point is that this type of technology 
is a new technology. But there is a vested 
interest not only in the world, but in this 
country also. This is the vested interest of the 
old conventional manufacturers of Urea and 
other compound fertilisers. Sir, I know Mr. 
Bahuguna is a dynamic person. He can not 
only give a new lead to his Ministry, but he 
can als0 give a new lead to the fertiliser 
consumption pattern in this  country. 

SHRI VIREN J. SHAH (Gujarat): To  the  
entire  Government? 

SHRI ARVIND GANESH KULKARNI; 
We will give our views on that.    Do not 
bring in that now. 

SHRI VIREN J. SHAH: You want him to 
give a lead to the entire Government or 0nly 
to his  Ministry? 

SHRI ARVIND GANESH KULKARNI: I 
do not want t0 go into that. The point that I 
would like to make is that this application of 
Ammonia directly is a necessity. This is a 
necessity in this country. If it is found 
successful somewhere, then, in the States of 
Punjab, U.P. Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, 
Karnataka, at least in these four or five States, 
and even in Tamil Nadu, it can catch fire. But 
I would like to make the point here that the 
conventional manufacturers have a lobby. 
They have a lobby in other countries also. 
They are coming 0ut with some stories that 
this a hazard. For that matter, even to live in 
this country or any other country is an 
everyday hazard. Somebody may topple you 
down by car or by cycle. The agriculturists 
have now become more sophisticated to 
acquire this type of technology. They know 
bow to deal with these hazards. Of course, I 
do not say that you would gain in a big way. 
We tried in Maharashtra of putting in an 
Ammonia plant. His Ministry supported this. 
The Ministry  of  Agriculture     also  
supported 

this. But it was the great IDBI 
which did not support this. They 
say that this is very costly. This is 
because the advisory committee of 
the IDBI js composed of the conven 
tional -manufacturers of Urea and 
other routine fertilizers. They are not 
prepared to take the risk because 
they think that once this proves suc 
cessful, the 0ld technology will be 
slowly replaced. The plant manufac 
turing unconventional pesticides are 
also opposed. They think that the 
other plants would be scrapped. 
Since I have got limited time, I would 
only make this point. It is for his 
Ministry to try this. We have got all 
the equipment. The IFFCO was 
giving Ammonia also. Only the IDBI 
turned down the proposal and that 
is why this effort has been killed m 
the bud. Now, I would request you to 
make an effort in the co-operative 
sector.    We will support you. 

The third point which I would like 
to bring to his notice is the entire 
approach of the Petroleum Ministry 
on the fuel policy. Now, we are 
exploring for gas and other things in 
Kerala, Maharashtra,  Gujarat and 
other areas. We had aft old think 
ing—as a member of the Congress 
party, I was also a partner to that— 
that coal-based technology was very 
costly. Now, I would request you 
that the tilt which was given to the 
coal-based technology should aSain 
be reversed and it should be brought 
back. The gas is cheaper. You will 
also get fertiliser at a very cheaper 
rate. I do not want to elaborate on 
this. You understand what I mean. 
This type of fuel policy should be 
evolved.    We   should reverse the 
decision which was taken earlier for some 
reason. In those days, it was thought that 
Naphtha was very costly. That is why we 
thought 0f coal. Now, this gas is there. We 
should reverse the decision and we should go 
back to the coal-based technology. Then, Sir, 
there is one more point which I would like to 
bring to the notice of the Minister.   I do not 
want 
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to spettd TOY time on 'drugs' as many of my 
friends have already spoken on it. I only want 
to point out about the policy on drugs. In the 
morning Shri Bahuguna made a very assertive 
attempt to convince the House that Tarapur 
was selected on some technological grounds, 
etc. Again I will say that this is not a proper 
site. It is a costly site. I am not a technician, 
but I would request Shri Bahuguna not to 
come under political pressures. I do not want 
to name them. This is my first day in Rajya 
Sabha after two years, 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA; And this is your 
first attack on me. 

SHRI    ARVIND    GANESH    KUL-
KARNI;  There are politicians belonging to    
both the    parties.   I do    not want to name 
them.    On the ground of environmental 
pollution    they are trying to see that their 
lands are not acquired.    Therefore, I would 
like to request you to take a decision in the 
national interest.    I am not going to be 
provoked to name the persons in my party or 
in your party.    He knows it  better.    
(Interruptions)   I    wanted to say that 
Tarapur is not a proper site.   You go to Usar.   
That is a proper    site.   It  is  no    use talking    
of environmental      pollution.    Even     in 
foreign countries people are living in those 
conditions.   Do not get panicky 
unnecessarily.   Have a pragmatic and rational 
approach.    Do not get afraid. You know    
where the    shoe pinches. Therefore,  for  
Heaven's  sake  take  a proper decision. 

Now I come to the last point. Mr. Kalyan 
Roy also tried t0 make a point and I only want 
to say that you must restrict the import of raw 
materials for manufacture of drugs. Whatever 
may be the Hathi Commission's Report, 
whatever it is, you have brought in a 
pragmatic policy. Still I would request you to 
reduce the limit of import of raw materials for 
manufacture of drugs. I do not know whether     
the    multi-national     drug 

lobby has worked on the administration or on 
the politicians, God alone knows it, but still I 
would like to say that if  you really want the 
villages to be properly provided    with cheap 
medicines then new orientation has to take 
place.    Mr.    Kalyan    Roy    was stating that 
only  about 200 formulations are required    for 
about 80 per cent of the  drugs.    That 
information is with us also.   It is also a fact 
that you have  given sufficient  encouragement 
to Indian drug    manufacturers. I do not deny 
that.    But the point is that these multi-
nationals are at present, even under    your new    
policy, going to import massive raw materials. 
The pricing is also their concern. For that 
purpose I do think that it will be better to cut 
their quota of importing raw materials.   You 
should ask them that within one or two or three 
years they  should be  able to manufacture all 
the  drugs from the inputs available  in  this  
country. 

Now I come to the pricing of the ICPL 
products.   These    are high-cost products 
and most of these products are subsidised by 
the masses of this country.   You should see 
that    their pricing  pattern should be    such 
that the poor people in this country should be 
able to   pay that.   Ten   per cent elite of this 
country is being fed by these products.   
They are not    going to  manufacture  
ordinary  drugs,  like 
Vitamin B and other    simple drugs. So, for 
that purpose, I would request you to have a 
review and rethinking on that matter. 

SHRI VIREN J. SHAH; Mr. Vice-| 
Chairman, Sir, I am sorry I came a little late. 
But I heard the hon'ble Minister of State very 
forcefully explaining some of the items 
concerning his Ministry and the legacy of the 
past which, unfortunately, this Government 
will have to carry across for some time. 

This is a very large Ministry involving 
thousands of crores of rupees of investment 
and hundreds of crores of 1    rupees of 
expenditure every year and 
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it has an impact on the life of every person in 
this country—whether rich or poor. It is not 
my habit, but I would join my hon. friend, 
Shri Kul-karni, in saying that for a Ministry 
of this importance, it is good to have men like 
Mr. Bahuguna and his colleague, Mr. 
Janeshwar Mishra, at the helm. Though I did 
not know them very well personally till I 
came here, or rather till they came here, or we 
came to power rather... 

SHRI  H.   N.  BAHUGUNA:     Together. 

SHRI VIREN J. SHAH; But I had heard a 
lot about the hon. Minister and I had seen the 
hon. Minister of State in other forums. I have a 
feeling that certainly a lot of dynamism is 
being imparted. But dynamism alone is not 
enough. I think some radical departure in the 
way of governing will have to be made. I 
congratulate the Minister for stating in his. 
report that already certain steps have been 
taken and certain reorganisation in the Ministry 
has been done to dispose of matters quicker. 
Some might think that they are slightly 
cosmetic. But certainly they are also necessary 
and much greater impact in depth will be seen 
only when one experiences and finds what 
effect these steps have brought about in 
changing the administration of the Ministry. In 
fact, one of the greatest needs of our period 
right now is to bring about certain radical 
changes in administering the Government so 
that much quicker decisions are made and 
issues are decided and actions taken promptly 
if we want to achieve what we have planned to 
achieve for the people of the country. I am 
looking forward to this Ministry showing a 
guideline to other Ministries in how it can be 
achieved. 

The Minister has told us about the 
reorganisation of the ONGC. I shall take that 
up two or three minutes later.   But  in  the  
report  there  is  a 

mention about an aggressive campaign which 
has been mounted to discover oil and gas. I 
hope that in his reply, he would enlighten us 
as to what exactly this campaign is and in 
what way it is different from the campaigns 
of the earlier years. One would like to know 
what sort of departures in Government action 
are going to be made. These should not be 
merely on paper but should be reflected by 
some kind of specific results. 

Sir, a Rs. 530 crores programme for Phase 
III of Bombay High and North Bassein has 
been launched. This includes laying of two 
Submarine pipe lines. Here is an interesting 
thing— how it took three years in decision-
making over such an extraordinarily important 
project. Use of gas is necessary for the 
country. Oil and gas were discovered in 
February, 1974. And it was only in May, 
1977, after this Government took over, that 
the specific decision was made to lay these 
two submarine lines. It is interesting to note 
that because of the delay in laying these lines, 
for various reasons that I have mentioned, as 
per a statement made by the Chairman of the 
ONGC, Dr. Prasad, while delivering the 
Chaudhury Memorial Lecture, the cost of gas 
flared at equivalent prices would amount to 
Rs. 22 crores for each year of delay in 
completing these lines. So Rs. 22 crores per 
annum is the cost to the poor exchequer and 
the people of this country, on whom we keep 
on levying new taxes. In this context, I have a 
little grudge with my hon. friend, the Minister 
of Petroleum and Chemicals, that his was the 
first Ministry which reacted quickly to Budget 
proposals of the hon. Finance Minister when 
he immediately increased the prices of various 
products of his Ministry which affect, by and 
large, the common people. I would request 
him to re-consider this particular question 
because his Ministry, I think, can afford to 
reduce the enhanced prices. There is a 
reference also that one of these two submarine 
lines is a line proposed for Gujarat. Would he    
kindly tell us    when this 
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action will begin because in this regard there 
has been a report made by an action 
Committee which was appointed by the 
Gujarat Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
and which consisted of eminent experts in 
various fields including highly qualified 
technologists and Gujarat Government 
officers who submitted a report a few days 
ago to the hon'ble Minister in which several 
suggestions have been made. Among the 
suggestions made is the setting up of a 
refinery in Gujarat with a capacity of 3 mil-
lion tonnes per annum somewhere near Surat 
based entirely on this Bombay High crude. 

They have also recommended that 
associated gas should be supplied 
simultaneously with Bombay in order to 
derive the maximum benefit cf the product 
and immediate steps should be taken to 
achieve this. I would like to know whether 
any consideration has been given so far by 
the Government and, if so, what specific 
time-bound steps are planned. 

He has mentioned that a working group has 
been set up on the utilisation of the gas of 
Bombay High. I should like to konw whether 
the working group has given a report and if it 
has, would he kindly enlighten this House 
about the main feature of this particular 
report? 

In this regard there is a news item which 
says that there was a proposal to set up a 
sponge iron plant. It was an Indo-Yugoslav 
joint venture. The Yugoslavean Rupee fund in 
India was to be used. Sponge iron is supposed 
to be very good raw material and cheaper 
also, hence such plants are being set up in 
various countries of the world including the 
Middle east. We also decided to investigate 
such possibility. But, unfortunately, this is not 
likely to happen the reason being that the 
O.N.G.C. wants to charge the price of gas 
which is 3-4 times higher than the gas price 
anywhere in the world.   The cost of this 

gas should not be more than Rs. 250 while the 
O.N.G.C. wants to charge Rs. 1,000 per 
thousand cubic metres which makes it 
absolutely prohibitive in making sponge iron 
or using the gas for such purposes which are 
absolutely essential. I have talked to the 
Maharashtra Government only last week. 
They are keen to put up this plant but they 
were advised that it would be prohibitive and 
it cannot make economic use if the gas is 
charged at such an extortionist price. I am 
surprised that the Minister who has the 
reputation of being a socialist, a man who has 
a reputation of being very fair can allow his 
Department or this Commission to think of 
charging such a high extortionist price. I do 
hope that he will do something about this. 

This morning the hon'ble Minister mentioned 
about the reorganisation of O.N.G.C. I think 
this has not come a day too soon. In fact, it 
took the Government of India four years to 
decide. The Report of the Ministry says that 
the O.N.G.C. should be reconstructed because 
this is one of the largest organisations having 
a fantastic budget running into Rs. 550 crores 
and employing 23,000 persons responsible for 
one of the most important activities in the 
country. I believe there was a report from the 
Administrative Staff College, Hyderabad, 
which was received two years back. I do not 
know whether this restructuring that has been 
done today is based on the recommendations 
of the Administrative Staff College 
Committee or it is something else. There are 
three part-time government members. Now, 
so far we 4 P.M. have experienced, Mr. Vice-
Chairman, that whenever there are part-time 
Government members who are officers of 
particular Ministries, very often it happens 
that they act more like brakes than acce-
lerators or pace setters. They have a tendency 
to make a negative approach and to that extent 
also apply a veto. I would like to know from 
the hon. Minister whether he is going to take 
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any steps to see that these part-time members 
will be productively effective, their presence 
should lead to quicker decisions and avoiding 
delays and not leading to a situation of veto 
power and a kind of application of brakes. 

He has also mentioned that he has set up a 
committee with the Minister as *he Chairman 
to make half-yearly reviews and it consists of 
members who are not necessarily officers of 
his own Ministry but from elsewhere also. 
Would he kindly tell us whether any review 
has been made so far, if not, when it is going 
to be made and, if it has been made, what 
have fhey found and whether this review is 
going to be both at the level of the Ministry 
and of the ONGC and other organisations 
under the Ministry. 

Now talking about the ONGC, I would like 
to draw the attention of the hon. Minister to 
one or two as-pec+s. I have been told that the 
purchase system of the ONGC is very 
peculiar and different from many other public 
sector corporations. How is it that when they 
invite tenders— Right must be done—and 
when the tenders are opened, it is not 
necessarily so that the lowest bidder who 
meets the technical specifications and quali-
fications gets the order. Several months are 
allowed to pass before the decision is made 
and there are several such examples. I d0 not 
need to quote the examples. I could give them 
to the hon. Minister if he wants to examine 
them. He can find out how many tenders were 
invited over the last two years, what was the 
date of opening of the tenders and what v/as 
the date of placing of the orders, why this 
delay and what has been the cost t0 the 
country because of the delay; if the order was 
placed on the day the tender was opened or 
thereabout, maybe a fortnight or a month what 
would have been the price at which we would 
have purchased such materia/  compared  to  
the price paid 

by placing the order at a particular time and 
how much we have lost and why. 

Then we come to crash programmes. Crash 
purchases are ordered because of delays of 
several months and that again costs the 
country more. In this very House, some time 
back the hon. Minister replied to a question 
about the purchase of defective drilling pipes 
and he made a statement that if the pipes were 
purchased from some other countries, Canada 
or the United States, it would cost three times 
as much. Now my information is that the 
specification which he mentioned was the 
Soviet specification and as per that 
specification no other country makes them. 
Other countries have other specifications 
which are equally suitable because these drill 
pipes are used in oil drilling all over the 
world. The hon. Minister might perhaps like 
to find out whether, if you buy as per those 
specifications, the prices could be lower and 
you have a larger area from whcih you could 
select the drilling or casing pipes. 

Now the second difficulty or peculiarity of 
the purchase system of the ONGC i3 that the 
ONGC takes upon itself the fixation of 
exchange rate beginning every quarter. Sir, 
this is the job of the Reserve Bank of India. 
There is the Foreign Exchange Regulation 
Act and perhaps the Minister may want to 
find out whether by doing this there is any 
violation of the Foreign Exchange Regulation 
Act. Is the ONGC taking upon itself the 
authority of the Reserve Bank of India by 
fixing the exchange rate for every quarter in 
advance which govems for the whole quarter? 
I am told no other public sector corporation 
purchasing imported goods does *his sort of 
thing. I want to know whether the country has 
lost or gained by this particular system. 

Now, Sir, I am slightly embarrassed to 
mention the point which I intend 
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doing now. When you have done the 
reorganisation with four fulltime members, I 
would like to know whether in the present 
ONGC there are members who are supposed 
to be based in Dehra Dun but spend more of 
their time in New Delhi than in Dehra Dun. If 
it is so, what has happened hi the last two 
years? The figures might be obtained by the 
hoii. Minister to indicate who are such 
members, how much time they spend in 
Dehra Dun and how much out side Dehra 
Dun. Again that is related to the cost and 
daily allowance. That is o'ne part of the cost. I 
do not -mind or to0 much grudge it. But I 
think it has adversely affected the working of 
the ONGC because 0f the absence from the 
head-quarters of sucn members, and this has 
also led to delays in decision—making 0r 
wrong decisions. 

Sir, now I will talk about the programme of 
the Gujarat Refinery Expansion Project. It is 
stated m the report that the mechanical 
completion of the Gujarat Refinery Expan-
sion Project was going to be done by the first 
quarter of 1978. The first quarter of 1978 has 
ended on 31st March. Will he enlighten us 
whether this has been achieved or not? 

Similarly, about the Salaya-Mathura 
Pipeline Project, the design and specifications 
were to be completed by March, 1978. And 
the construction of Viramgam-Koyali section 
was also to be completed by March, 1978. 
Have these two been completed? One more 
question, if I might ask, is about the 
environmental impact of the Mathura 
Refinery. What are the findings of the report? 
Has the report been placed before this House; 
or will he kindly do that? 

I may turn to petro-chemicals now hefore I 
conclude. IPCL has been doing exceedingly 
good work. Two years in succession, it has 
exceeded 100 per cent of its capacity and pro-
duction.      All    kudos for that.    But 

 there is a sad thing. There is a disastrous 
venture of this Government in the co-
operative sector. It is called a Petro-fils 
project. Among other things, it is going to 
produce polyester filament yarn—polyester 
filament yarn is too much in news today. This 
Petro-fils project has been considerably 
delayed because overlay is more than 100 per 
cent. Then there is a mention in this report 
that the project cost is being revised. Will the 
hon. Minister tell us what are the final figures 
with regard to the revised project cost as 
compared to the one when it was conceived, 
also the time factor when the Petro-fils 
project was supposed to be completed as 
originally planned and when is it likely to be 
completed. And that is one part of it, that the 
total invesetment is going to be very high. 
The second part of it  is  that  continuously,  
because     of 
i this, the cost of the product that is going to 
be made will always be high and again the 
consumer of the product, directly or 
indirectly, and the people of India through 
indirect Excise duty, this that and the other, 
will be financing this extra cost, Perhaps one 
might consider whether it would not be 
cheaper to the nation even now to give up this 
project and think of other areas by which the 
same product could be produced cheaper and 
in the long run the country benefits. 

Then, Sir, about the down-stream chemical 
project, the past Government took vacillating 
position. They could not make up their mind. 
They gave certain licences for petro-
chemicals down-stream; they withdrew some 
licences. They took one policy decision, they 
changed that and took another policy 
decision. I believe the present Minister 'or 
Petroleum, Chemicals and Fertilizers wants to 
move faster in that area, but now perhaps 
there are not too many takers. Will the hon. 
Minister kindly enlighten us about the 
different areas of the down-stream petro-
chemical projects, whether it could be taken 
in hand quicker and 
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[Shri Viren J. Shah] what sort of 
programme is he planning and    what sort of    
new policy directive  or  change  is  he  going     
to impart? 

I will say one sentence about the Rewa 
fertilizer unit. I am not sure whether I got the 
answer correctly when I asked him this 
morning about it. I have authentic information 
the Maharashtra Chief Minister—he per-
sonally told me; so I am authentic-very clearly 
indicated to the Secretary, Department of 
Petroleum, about twenty days back—to be 
precise, on 2nd or 3rd April—that the Maha-
rashtra Government is not—I repeat 'not'—in 
favour of taking this project to Tarapur, that 
the Maharashtra Government was very keen 
that it is taken further south on the coast of the 
Ratnagiri district or Alibagh, or whatever it 
may be. And yet today the answer says that 
the Government or the Committee has given 
their decision in favour of Tarapur in place of 
Rewa. Of course, it is a very wise decision not 
to instal it in Rewa because of the pollution to 
Bombay. As was rightly explained in the 
morning, the chemical air pollution is terriffic 
in Bombay. 

Lastly, I want to say about the oil field in 
Gujarat. 

SHRI YOGENDRA MAKWANA 
(Gujarat): Your colleague, Shri KuL karni, 
was saying something different. 

SHRI VIREN J. SHAH: No, Sir, not 
something different. I do not think that you 
want me to agree with Shri Kulkarni in every 
respect. I agree that it should go further down 
to the south, not to Tarapur and not to Rewa. 

Now, Sir, regarding the royalty on crude 
oil, it is an injustice done to Gujarat. I do not 
want to go into the details of the question and 
whether the Act should be amended or not. 
Eut definitely justice demands that there 
should be a revision. The ONGC must part 
with some of the extra  funds  which   came  
because  of 

the increase in the price of oil by the OPEC 
countries on account of Israel-Arab war. That 
must be shared by Gujarat and Assam, both. 

I have a suggestion to make for whatever it 
is worth. Petroleum is aiso linked with energy. 
Energy is very important. So, the Government 
should consider having one common Ministry 
for Petroleum, Energy and Coal. All the three 
subjects should be dealt with by one Ministry. 
The Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers 
could be diverted of Petroleum. I hope, the 
hon. Minister will convey my suggestion to 
the Prime Minister or the Cabinet.   Thank 
you. 

SHRI L. R. NAIK (Karnataka): Mr. 
Vice.Chairman, Sir, at the outset I would like 
to thank you very much for having spared a 
few minutes for me to speak on this very 
important Ministry. 

I have no doubt that the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Chemicals is one of the most 
vital Ministries of the Government of India, 
and we are very happy that the responsibility 
of making this Ministry a great success lies on 
a very important and dynamic person, Shri 
Bahugunaji. We all know him and what he did 
as the Chief Minister of U.P. What he did is 
still ringing in the ears not only of so many 
people in general, but of the Scheduled Castes, 
the Scheduled Tribes and the minorities in 
particular. It is from this point of view that I 
want to say a few words about this Ministry. 

I have heard with rapt attention what our 
previous speakers have said' about this 
Ministry and the ways and means they have 
suggested to improve over some of the 
important matters. Agreeing as I do with many 
of them, I would like to draw the attention of 
the hon. Minister, through you, Sir, to a thing 
on which depends the success of his Ministry 
and also on some of the other  vital Ministries  
of    the- 
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Government of India, and in this par. ticular 
instance, I want to say something about the 
Ministry of Health. 

We all know that the commodities that this 
Ministry deals, na'mely, the drugs, the 
fertilizers and petroleum which are vitally 
needed for the progress of the country. In 
most of these commodities, today, it has been 
expressed by some of our speakers that, we, 
as a nation, are not self-sufficient, we are still 
importing a good deal of them and our foreign 
exchange reserves are spent for this purpose. 
Of course, as the Hon. Minister of State has 
very well said that some of the minerals are 
not available in our country, and we would be 
forced to import some cf them, especially 
potash. But an attempt has to be made to find 
the mineral in our own country so that we can 
be self-sufficient in all these matters. 

Some of the previous speakers have also 
mentioned about the new technology to be 
adopted to utilise all these commodities and 
no doubt, the hon. Minister will pay his full 
attention to what has been suggested to him. 
But as far as the production of these com-
modities is concerned, I would like to draw 
the attention of the hon. Minister to the fact 
that he should have to take into consideration 
the increase in population that is likely to take 
place, say, by the turn of this century. New, 
we have discussed this matter. For instance, 
we have a target of four million sterilisations 
every year. And this target was achieved for 
the year 1976-77. And as I could gather from 
a professor of demograghy in Bangalore three 
or four days back, for the year 1976-77, the 
achievement was much more than the target—
seven million sterilisations. That naturally 
create^ a hope that it would be possible for us 
to control the population. But for the year 
1977-78, that is, after the Janata Government 
came into power, the target achieved is only 
one million sterilisations. And it is suggested 
that next year, with the weak-end policy that 
is being followed by 

the Janata Government, it will be much less. 
So if we are not able to control it, the 
population of this coun^ try by the end of the 
century will shoot up to over one hundred 
crores. Therefore, for sufficient production of 
foodgrains, lots of fertilisers would be needed. 
I request the hon. Minister to take this factor 
into consideration. Either he should take steps 
to strengthen the Ministry of Health or he 
should see that adequate steps are taken to 
meet this situation. It will be a very grave 
situation. If this is not done, I am afraid the 
Malthusian theory of population will be 
brought into force and by that time, our nation 
will be in a very grave situation. This is one 
thing that I would like to suggest. 

The other thing that I would like to suggest 
to the hon. Minister is that the previous 
Government had a policy as far as distribution 
of gas and petro. leum is concerned, a policy 
of giving preference to the Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes in the matter of 
awarding dealerships. This policy is in vogue 
for the last three or four years. I am happy to 
say that the previous Government was taking 
a particular type of action as a result of which 
the members of the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes were given these 
dealerships. But I am very sorry to note that 
since the Janata Party has come into power, 
this matter appears almost to have been 
forgotten, with the result that very very few 
dealerships have been given to the members of 
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. It 
is no use merely speaking of atrocities that are 
being committed on Harijans. At the same 
time, it is necessary to see that these classes of 
people, at least some of them, are made 
economically sound. And if they are made 
economically sound, the people, especially 
some of the dominant communities, will have 
to think twice before they could deal with the 
members of the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled. Tribes in this manner. 
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[Shri L. R- Naik] 

Therefore, I would request the honourable 
Minister to see that these dealerships are 
freely awarded to the members of these 
weaker sections so that they can improve tneir 
economic lot and be in line with or be sharers 
in the tremendous progress his Minis, try is 
now making. With these few words, Sir, I 
have done. 
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SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA; Sir'^C must 
thank the House, at the outset, for giving us 
the pleasure and privilege this year for our 
Ministry being discussed in this august 
House. I am also beholden to those Members 
who have participated in the debate, thrown 
new light, raised basic questions, given some 
solutions and left us wiser than before.   I am, 
howeved, 

a bit sorry because all those who participated 
in the debate are perhaps, for good reasons, 
busy elsewhere and I would not be able to 
reach them except through the medium of 
newspapers or the reports of this House. I, 
however, hope that their interest in this 
Ministry will continue. 

Sir, at the outset, I must say that the policy 
of this Government in relation to exploration 
and exploitation of oil, the black gold or 
diamond, or whatever you might call it, the 
most precious thing in the field of energy 
today, the most versatile chemical that nature 
has in its womb, and the basic strategy 
continue to remain the same as were laid down 
by the architect of modern India, Pandit 
Jawahar-lal Nehru. We believe that the public 
sector has, and should have, the total 
responsibility for identifying the oil 
availability in this country, the responsibility 
to process it and to distribute it and to reach it 
to the common man at the cheapest possible 
price. This is a necessary decision, Sir, 
because no one in the world today is willing to 
cooperate with any country in the matter of 
exploration and exploitation of oil except on, 
in most cases where real people are involved, 
oil sharing basis. Everybody knows that oil is 
a very limited available chemical, organic 
chemical and any sharing of it is fraught with 
disastrous consequences for the future needs of 
this country. Therefore, certainly, India will 
continue to take loans, all types of technical 
assistance, know-how, from the rest of the 
developed world... 

SHRI KALYAN ROY: With caution. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: I am more than 
sure that that much should be conceded that it 
will not only be caution'but the primary 
consideration will be to what extent every 
possible interest of India is protected. There is 
no question of India bartering away its oil to 
others. The predecessor Government had 
brought in 3 foreign 
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companies.    One of them ASAMERA 
continues to do the job even now and they are 
still working with us.   They have been 
interested    to    work   but slow    to  go  at  it.    
We want  speed. Nevertheless, with them, the 
outgoing     i Government entered into an oil-
sharing contract.   ONGC has to give some 
investment.    ONGC along with them invests 
money but the danger or the risk of sharing oil 
is there.   However, this Government does not 
propose to enter  into  any   agreement   with  
any     ' company for exploration or exploita-
tion of oil on the basis of oil-sharing. Not  an  
ounce  of oil can  be  shared. However, 
questions have been raised as to whether the 
speed necessary""has been  deployed   or  
whether  the   new Government  has   taken   in  
its  hands the job of    finding    oil    with    
some greater speed than was being done by the 
outgoing Government.   Sir, I must admit one 
thing.    I do not deny the good work done by 
the previous Government.   But I am sorry to 
say that during the last couple of years, ever-
since 1973 especially as we struck oil in  the  
high  seas   at  Bombay  which you call 
Bombay High now, the country entered a 
phase of euphoria but the euphoria overtook 
those responsible for oil and natural gas much 
more than the common man.    The Bombay 
High euphoria, as I call it, overtook, and if I 
may say so,    made    ONGC complacent with 
regard to more vigorous effort,  both on-shore    
and    offshore which should have been made. 
Vigour lacked, priorities became low. The 
ONGC as a Tfody was also suffering and 
continues to suffer with that till date—I am not 
saying it is over— and it was  not  constituted  
to  really do the job the way it should be able 
to   do.    Imagine,   Sir,   the   ONGC   is 
employing more than 24,000 workers, 
scientists, technicians, engineers, geologists, 
geophysists and having not one single person 
or having no organisation   called   personnel   
management, having  n0    Member    for     
personnel, having no career planning, with 
ONGC scientists getting disenchanted. I must, 
at the outset and at this very stage, say how 
happy I am with regard to 

the ONGC workers who have really, in a spirit 
of dedication to the nation, worked in spite of 
all these shortcomings.    The structural 
weaknesses    of the    organisation    called    
the ONGC have inhibited the sense of 
participation, as Mr. Kalyan Roy referred to. It 
can come only if there is  a personnel policy, if 
there is career planning  and if there is 
involvement  of the scientists and the workmen 
in the processes  of  decision-making.    There 
was nothing of this kind.   There was a  
Committee constituted,  now  called the 
famous Malaviya Committee.   But 
unfortunately,  Mr.   Klalaviya  himself 
became the   Minister   and   he   then thought    
that perhaps whatever was said by the  
Committee    could    flow from his  own pen 
and the Malaviya Committee  Report remained   
a   dead book  and  a   dead  letter.    The   new 
Government has taken time.    But we found, 
organised and restructured the whole  thing.    
Basic  decisions     have been taken.   But we 
have to find people,   it is not that I can take 
out somebody from my pocket and put him as 
Director 0f Personnel. The man has got to be 
essentially a person of that type. Similarly, my 
hon. friend was saying that  he  went to  
Bombay  High  and he was  disappointed  to 
find  that  in some   ships,, drill   ships   and  
tankers, foreign people were working in abun-
dance,  in large numbers.    Now,  Sir, this    
great    organisation    called    the ONGC did 
not have a proper research and  development 
wing.    It  does not have one till date.   It is not 
my case that it has one today.   Now, I am not 
deliberately trying to decry the predecessors.    
The path  shown was  alright.    But  the  
implementation  was lacking in every possible 
detail.   Now, we are trying to collect the 
pieces and trying   to   put  them  together  into   
a shape which will make it, as my hon. friend, 
Shri Viren J. Shah said, a body responsible   
for  spending    crores    of rupees only on 
Bombay High, only on this particular Item.    
Its budget runs into vast sums.    We were 
lacking in the research and development 
aspect. We are taking it up now.    We want 
somebody who can really look after 
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[Shri H. N. Bahuguna] and guide the 
research and development wing. But till date, 
India does not have—leave aside high seas re-
servoir engineering—even a simple institute 
of reservoir engineering. Everybody knows 
that the viscosity of oil and other 
considerations make it impossible to take out 
every ounce of oil from within. It is 
impossible. But the reservoir engineering 
management was not known. It is not deve-
loped even today. Now, we are having an 
institute. We have started building up that 
institute at Ahmedabad. But here, I would like 
to point out my own fault. We have started the 
institute, but we do not have a Director till 
date. I am not able to find one. I will be 
grateful to any hon. Member of this House if 
he can locate one for me, a person equal to the 
job. Nevertheless^ we are trying to make up 
for that. We are trying to get even from 
outside the world somebody who can bring us 
that technology. We are trying to look inside, 
outside, anywhere and everywhere. 

SHRI HAREKRUSHNA MALLICK 
(Orissa):  Outside the world? 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: You would 
have to go there or I would have to go there. I 
cannot ask the other side to go there because 
they will be angry with me. I do not want that 
either you or me should go there. You have 
just come. I too have another ten years to go. 
I do not want to go early. 

Therefore, Sir, the whole point is that we 
are trying to do this. I      am       only       
illustrating       this. 

That is the direction we want. 
I am sharpening the edges of the 

instrument to be able to deliver the goods, to 
manage Oil and Natural Gas Commission as a 
business house, as a house which will be able 
to deliver goods. 

Now on the High Seas some difficulty is 
going to remain. We are trying to find out oil 
in the High Seas. Bombay  High,  as  I  said,    
gave     us 

euphoria, but what is the size of oil that we are 
going to get? Till 1975 the assessment was 10 
million tctones per year. It has gone up by 2.5 
million tonnes per year from some other area. 
It becomes 12.5 million tonnes per year. 
Imagine the North Sea. The United Kingdom 
people have found out a hundred million 
tonnes a year. Look at the size, l|6th of our 
population, and see how laborious they are. 
The point is we cannot have all the rigs a'nd 
all the things of our own. We charter things 
and with that chartering those ships come 
along with their men, and when they come 
with their men they bring their own supplies 
with them. We have to pay them something. 
Now, for example, the rig that is working on 
the Kerala Coast charges about 19,900 a'nd 
odd dollars a day. That is the cost. Now if I 
were t0 build or purchase a T1S 0I the size like 
the Sagar Samrat as we haVe in this country, 
leave aside the initial investment the recurring 
expenditure etc. will be very heavy and we do 
not really know how much High Sea work we 
will have. However, it is not something final 
about which we are talkingi about our 
capability of owing one or two such jack-up 
rigs like the Sagar Samrat so that less and less 
people will have to come from other parts of 
the world. But they come on tender and that is 
our difficulty. Had the hon. Member gone to 
the Jawahar Ta'nker, he wouljj have found all 
Indian goods there, our own tanker, our own 
vessels. We do not have anything foreign 
there. But when they come ,they come with 
their oWn -men, with their 0wn supplies. Even 
they bring their own mineral water to drink. 
What can I do? Those people live in a world 
of their own. I cannot help it. Anyway, that is 
the policy so far as the Oil afrd Natural Gas 
Commission is concerned, i.e.^ to restructure 
the whole thing, find out right people for the 
right job, give involvement, build up career 
planning so that these people who work in 
jungles, on the High Seas,  are really given 
due attention 
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by the Government. Some day. Sir, a 
generation later l hoPe, the Oil and Natural 
Gas Commission will be an organisation in 
which the top man will go fro-m amongst the 
scientists working in the Organisation itself, 
but that needs a lot 0i career planning, a lot of 
personnel planning. 

The question was raised by hoa. 
Viren Shah about royalty business. 
Now royalty is given by a Statute and 
the number of years for which it will 
be given is laid down there. The 
time has yet to come. It is 0nly from 
this point of view the Prime Minister 
has written to the Chief Minister of 
Gujarat that the question of revising 
of royalty at this point of time does 
not come because the period is yet 
to be over. Now before 1973 the 
rate was all right, the price was all 
right. After 1973 the rate is all 
right but the price suddenly is hiked 
up, but we have not hiked up our 
prices that way. However, I have 
every sympathy with the claim of 
State Governments for more funds. 
I have seen it from the other end also, 
how difficult it is to run the State 
Government. When.:?. I have sym 
pathy with them, T am sorry I am 
helpless in the matter because the 
law of the land is very clear -wrd 
reasonably good. And it is not bad 
also. , 

Sir, the hon. Member, ghri Kalyan Roy, 
raised the question about the delays in 
exploration in possible prospective oil-fields 
in Bengal. I admit that there has been some 
lack of jjro-per management. I have gone into 
it myself, it is no use crying over spilt milk, 
going back t0 1965 and seeing why fro.m 
1965 to 1977, for 12 years, we remained on 
the mat. All I can assure him is that this is 
now on the highest possible priority. The 
casing and other things that gave way in the 
Diamond Harbour area, or be it the other two 
fields which he talked about—all those will 
be looked into. We will go to the depth 
indicated by the geologists and geo-physicists 
and we will not ieave the field unless we have 
reached the end.   The high pres- 

sure a'^d high heat zones which we are 
encountering there, remedies have been found 
out for them and we are bound to succeed in 
going right up to  the particular  levels. 

It was also indicated whether we 
have in the ONGC all the expertise 
to do things ourselves. I must say 
that we are one of the seven or eight 
countries of the world who have 
capabilities. We are doing work in 
12 countries outside India. But I 
must admit that we do not know 
everything of oil exploration, or the 
rest of the business. On some of 
them, we have got to have assistance 
from the other type of people. For 
example, take this pipelaying busi 
ness. In land pipe-laying business, 
India has hundred per cent expertise. 
Oceanic, we do not have. We do not 
have drivers. Sir, it is not for a day. 
In some of the tases in these high 
oil fields, the diver has to remain 
down below not for 24 hours but for 
a month or so even. We do not have 
either the equipment or the divers of 
that capability. But I must say that, 
by and large, our seismic survey 
capability, geo-physical or geo-scien. 
tine 0r in other types of geological 
fields, our capabilities are absolutely 
upto the mark and can match *?ith 
any one. But on some points, we 
have to have consultants and We do 
have  them. , - f 

A point was made by hon'ble Shri Viren 
Shah that perhaps the ONGC was following 
a. strange method of determining the 
exchange rate with regard to the tenders 
floated by_ it. Now ONGC does not 
determine an exchange rate for itself. It does 
so in consultation with the State Bank of 
India—that is a bank of India. The only thing 
is that the prevailing rate at the time of 
tenders, or at a particular point of time is the 
determining rate for payment. That has to br 
done. I do not see any bug in tbis. But Mr. 
Viren Shah is an industrialist also and if he 
can enlighten me further on the matter by 
writing me a letter, I should be extremely 
grateful to him.    I will go into it and if 
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[Shri H. N. Bahuguna] there is anything 
strange about it, we will sort it out. 

Then, one more thing was said of ONGC—
that we have been purchasing pipes from the 
Soviets—the casing pipes and other tvPes of 
things—and that perhaps their specifications 
are of lower quality and therefore what we are 
purchasing from them is not good compared 
to the 0ther people who could give us better if 
we brought down our specifications with 
regard to those people. May I repeat what I 
said earlier that I for myself have seen it fairly 
well? India has reason to be thankful to the 
Soviets because I am again saying I am 
willing to give the charge of procurement of 
these pipes to Mr, Viren Shah and I will 
certainly involve him. 

SHRI KALYAN ROY; My God, he will 
have to knock down his own concern! 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA; I can tell you, 
Sir, the ONGC tried with Canada, with USA, 
with U.K. and nobody gave. Even the Soviets 
were not willing to give. The late Shri D. P. 
Dhar had to personally go to the Soviets to 
help us out of this then because our whole 
work would have come t0 a standstill if we 
did not have the casing. Now the Russians 
have their own technology, have their own 
method of work, have their own 
specifications. And the dispute between them 
and us today is whether or not the goods 
supplied by them are according to the specifi-
cations. For so many years nothing has 
happened. A very small quantity, costing not 
even full one crore of rupees is in dispute. 
That is being gone into and I am more than 
sure that we will sort it out with the Soviets. 
This is not a sum for which they will stand on 
prestige, or we will stand on prestige. Even a 
penny of India's claim will not be bartered 
away. But we must understand the world 
supply position of these casings and pipes. 
And I must say that the more we talk about it 
the more we are harming the cause. 
Tomorrow the Soviets might    say,    "we are   
sorry, 

gentlemen. We come in for criticism in your 
Parliament. Thank you very much. We cannot 
give you the equipment." I am not appealing 
to Parliament not to criticise them. You are 
welcome to do that. Do that by all means. But 
I will simply request the Parliament, the Rajya 
Sabha that in this case the Soviets are really 
being friendly with uS- not charging us more. 
They are, as I said, charging us very much less 
than the others are. The casing supply has 
come into dimculty after so many years. This 
has to be gone into by a joint team on both 
sides. If nothing can be decided, then 
arbitration has to be done for which, of course, 
according to the Soviet practices their 
Chamber of Commerce is the arbitrator. We 
have accepted trade with them. This is not the 
tender system of the O.N.G.C. This is barter 
under which we are getting this commodity. I 
am sure misunderstanding between friends 
should *iot exist and I can clearly say that 
there is nothing wrong about the whole thing. 

It waS suggested by some friends that our 
work on the O.N.G.C. side must go on with 
greater speed. We require more drills. We 
have purchased the drills. We have purchased 
drills from Romania. We have purchased from 
the U.S.A. We have purchased from the 
Russians. We have built capabilities in this 
country. And I am glad that the Bharat Heavy 
Elec-tricals has given us the first rig which 
will go up t0 5,000 metres which is as 
efficient as the latest American rigs. This has 
already gone over to Narsapur in Andhra 
Pradesh and has started drilling. Seven, more 
rigs are to be given by them. "We are replac-
ing the old rigs and equipment and 
restructuring the organisation for both onshore 
and 0n°-shore 0peration. 

Then, Sir, we want to give them more 
business-like elbow room. For every 
expenditure above Rs. 50 lakhs they used to 
come to the Government. The previous 
Government controlled them so much. But the 
Janata Government amended the law 
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and gave the-m  permission "to spend lip to Rs. 
five crores.   sir, a company constitute^ under 
the company    law, a public sector company, 
does not have t0 ccme to the Government 
except for clearance with the Public 
Investment Board.   But a body created under 
the statute had to come to the   Ministry for 
expenditure above Rs.  50     lakhs every time.    
We  have    given     them the powers of Rs. 5 
crores.   We have given them more breathing 
space.   We have told them to take the 
responsibility  and    face    the     
consequences. They take the responsibility and 
face the consequences.   This does not 'mean 
that we want  to control it.    An impression  
has   gone   round  that     this Government is 
going to stifle the public sector.    Is this    the 
way we stifle things?    Here is a particular 
instance in which -we have given them more 
power.    Then, it is being said   about ONGC  
again that the morale of the people has not 
been up to the mark. I must say this is the 
unkindest cut that could De said    about 
ONGC.    I must say the morale of ONGC    
has been of a very high order in spite of the 
fact that there is a lot that remains  to  be done 
in relation to the workers  there.    Of    course, 
we    did take only one power tnore.   The 
Commission  used  t°  say to  the previous 
Government that it was not obliged to follow 
Government decision on   the Scheduled     
Castes    and     Scheduled Tribes in 
employment.   While amend. ing the law 
bringing Rs. 50 lakhs to Rs.  5   crores  We  
amended the     Act also.    That   is  the  only  
interference we have done.   We said, no, you 
have to  follow the     Government  decision on 
the  policy question regarding reservation 
given    to    the     scheduled Castes   and   
Scheduled  Tribes.     That has  been  done by  
this  Government. Now I am very happy to 
take    the House into confidence    and  say 
that during the last one year luck has been 
very,  very  favourable  to     India,  to ONGC, 
to the people of this country and to this 
Government.    We    have found  sizable  
economic    fields,    new fields, not only on B-
37, B-38   struc. 

tures of the Bombay High but in certain other 
structures also.   We   have also found 
reasonable expectations of oil and gas in the 
Nagaland area and we expect to achieve much 
more in Tripura.    So,   whether   it   is   
eastern India or western India,  especially in 
the north Gujarat oil fields also, new oil 
exploration has been made and oil fields  have  
been     found,  and    very promising.    We    
not     merely    prospected      but      actually    
found    out the economic insight.    Therefore, 
last yeajr has, been a very happy and lucky 
year  in  the  sense  of  new  finds,  because 
after  1973    nothing new    was found in the 
Bombay High. Last year has been good not 
because there has been a change in the 
Government but probably luck was waiting to 
let us know the secret that there was some 
thing more than what had been there before. I 
expect more oil in the Bay of Bengal, by the 
side of the Anda-mans, in the west coast of 
Kerala in the  Godavari belt,  in    the     
Cauveri basin  and  the  Ganga  basin   and   all 
around. However, I would require continuous 
help, support and encouragement for  ONGC  
and  those  who  are devoted to this job from 
this august House, from all those who have 
participated in this debate and those   who are 
leaders  of public  opinion in this countiry. 
Now, I should also like    to say one or two 
things more about oil. Some demand has been 
made by Mr. Viren  Shah for putting up     
refining capacity  in some  areas  of     Gujarat. 
t\i"ow, I must say that when the Bombay High 
was found, I inherited certain things which had 
been pre-deter-mined for me.    This 
Government had inherited  them  and we  
cannot     run away  from  them.  Unfortunately     
at Bombay High oil find, gas find    was 
already  there.  They     thought     they should  
bring  it  to  Bombay  over  an area because the 
size of the gas find at that time was equivalent 
to    the needs of Trombay I, Trombay II, Tro-
mbay V and other uses such as    extracting  
chemicals,     LPG,   etc.     etc. which could be 
consumed here itself. Now,  the northern  and 
the  southern Bassein structures have also seen 
ad- 
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[Shri  H.   N.  Bahuguna] ditional finds  and 
that  has  made all the difference, but that had 
not been foreseen.    We came and constituted a 
working   group  for   Maharashtra   and 
Gujarat areas.    We found out, finalised the 
route. The whole was shrouded in controversy.    
But Gujarat line has got  to   be   brought.     
The   honourable Shri  Viren   Shah  has   asked     
where Gujarat line would come.    J am very 
happy it has come back to my mind. Sir, at that 
very point of time, we knew that  we would     
have  to have two  lines—one  Maharashtra  
line  and the other Gujarat line. But both are 
coming to India and the whole country will 
benefit by it, because neither Maharashtra  nor     
Gujarat  will  consume the gas or the oil. They 
are the coastal areas. We will bring that    to the 
coastal areas. Because of the find of gas in 
south Tapti, we have   been more   than   
vindicated   for   a   second line to be brought to 
the west coast in Gujarat. Now oceanic studies 
have been done so as to find out what will be 
the alignment.    And three  alignments  are  
being  worked  out  by  the Institute  of 
Oceanographys   Goa,  and others who are 
doing   the job for the ONGC.    They will tell 
us which   one of the lines is going to be the 
most cost effective keeping in    min,}    the 
share of Bombay    in both    the    coal 
associated     gas—the    allocations     of 
Maharashtra   and   Gujarat,   the needs of 
both—as  well as     free  gas;    and the new 
find of south Tapti area. We have to connect   
the whole   thing.    I am more than sure that in 
a month or so we will come to a decision on 
this. It was being asked  by Mr.  Viren J. Shah 
again whether the refinery expansion  project  
in Koyali  will  come in time. Well, Sir, we are 
bringing it time, if I may say so, in the second 
quarter of  1978 and it  will be commissioned in 
the third quarter of 1978. There has been a little 
slippage,    but this is because of many other 
factors not during the last one year. Similarly,   
the   Salaya-Viramgam.Koyali  see-tor pipeline 
will be mechanically completed in June, 1978, 
when the expansion would require more    oil to    
be 

pumped in here. So far as the Salaya-
Viratnga'm-Mathura line is concerned, the 
outgoing Government itself staggered the 
thing because the Mathura Refinery has been 
put off schedule because of lack of finances. 
Therefore, that also is working to schedule. I 
hone it would not be very difficult to do. 

From here, I will go over to fertilizers  
because  that  is  a     connecting business. That 
brings me to a number of  questions raised     by     
Kulkarniji, Prem Manoharji and others, and 
even Mir.  Shah.   Sir, the question of location 
of fertilizer plants    in the west coast of 
Maharashtra has been   a very difficult  thing 
for  me  to  deal  with. Each time I have taken a    
decision, some objection has been taken against 
it. I really do not know what to    do about it, 
how to get at it. It is true— absolutely true— 
that both the Central Government and the 
Maharashtra Government were keen to take 
these fertilizer plants south of Bombay, because 
that is a backward area—to develop   the   
Konkan   area.   It   was   our heart's desire to 
do it. But can I wait for a railway line to be 
constructed? And   hon.  Kulkarniji  will  bear     
me cut that if I take it to Ratnagiri,    I will  
have  to bring the  railway  line. And from 
where do we get it and hi how many years?  
And what is     the schedule? The old Bombay 
High coal associated  gas only is being assessed 
today at Rs. 22 crores. That is burning I have to 
make use of this gas   now. Now Rewa was the 
first point.     To Mandwa-Rewa,   objection  
was  raised. The State    Government's      
Pollution Board   cleared  it.  But   an     
objection was praised   and  we  put  the  
highest body of scientists to do the job. The 
pollution expert of the Atomic Energy 
Commission, on the    chemical engineering  
pollution   side,   became   the Chairman of this 
Group    which went into  the , whole thing.  
Now he     says that we cannot do it anywhere. 
Mandwa-Rewa. Don't do it. He chucks out all 
those which are reasonably    well located sites  
in Alibagh     or in that particular area. And that    
Group is 
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not composed of one man. It is composed of 
scientists. And they say that Tarapur is the 
only place where you will have no problem 
with it. It is very correct that the Maharashtra 
Government is deeply upset. 

SHRI ARVIND GANESH KULKARNI: I 
will just interrupt to take more explanation 
from you. You have yourself said that the 
Pollution Board of Maharashtra has cleared 
this site. I again submit to you that the Ma-
harashtra Government has offered a free-of-
cost site at Ussal—that is in Alibagh. What is 
wrong? Again you have a new technical 
committee? How is it that the two technical 
experts are having difference of opinion? 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: Sir,   the experts   
of  the  Maharashtra  Government,  with  all 
'respect for  them,  do not match up to the 
expertise which is available with the second 
committee. Since  doubts  have  been raised 
by a let of Bombay elite, since we have had to 
go into it ourselves and since the calculations 
indicate that Usar is more dangerous than   
Rewa, and it is more dangerous      to   Usar   
itself   and   also Bombay, I cannot take risk 
with Bombay, and say that we will put it 
there. That is the difficulty. After all, Tara-
pur is as much Maharashtra as Usar. If  you  
want  to  develop Usar,  develop  non-
chemical     industries     there. Chemical  
industry will bring  in     its wake further 
pollution. As I said, 65 per cent  of the 
chemical industry is in Bombay. Bombay is 
in suffocation; I do admit it. I would, 
therefore, not hazard  by  putting  the last  
straw  on the   camle's   back;   th»|   camels   
hack may break. The chances are, the experts 
say, that an irreparable loss is being cause to 
Bombay, Rewa, Mand-dwa  and Usar.   We 
want  eight  cites south of Bombay. Sorry, 
Sir, there is nothing political in it. We would 
have "to persuade and I woulf( plead with the 
Maharashtra   Government to bear "with us 
this. Their experts can be confronted with 
what our finding here is. We will give them 
the report. I will 

send it. l have written to the Chief Minister. 

SHRI    ARVIND    GANESH    KULKARNI:  
At least have an open mind. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: We have so much of 
open mind,  Sir. We loss so  much time  because  
of  Rewa  and other considerations. I can assure 
Hon. Shri  Kulkarni  that  the     interest  of 
Maharashtra with regard to this fertilizer  plant  
is  as  safe  as  could be. There is nothing wrong 
about it.  Of course, the Konkan area has got    to 
be developed. I quite agiree. But the challenge  
came  from  the   other  side and the challenge 
proved to be right in  the  estimation  of  the  
experts.     I could not, therefore, say, 'no'. I can-
not say to them that I want to develop  this  area,  
let  them remain  in a little  bit  of pollution  and 
that     one grame of sulphor-dioxide    per    
cubic metre does not matter because Bombay has  
15 per  cent sulphor-dioxide. I cannot argue with 
them in that man ner.      I   can   assure   you   
that   there has been no political factors in this. I 
know that it is very difficult to persuade Shri 
DacLasaheb Patil, the   hon. Chief Minister of 
Maharashtra.    But, I would certainly put the 
whole thing before him. Both of us have to carry 
this cross now.   It is not I alone who has to carry 
this cross.    Therefore, I say that this particular 
thing is coming in this particular context. 

Gujarat has  also its  own  fertilizer plant on 
the west. There will be additional ammonia, 
and I am very happy that hon. Shri Kulkarni 
said that we have ourselves told the    Ministry 
of Agriculture about direct injection    of 
ammonia   which   the   Fertilizer   Corporation   
of  India   has   found  to     be correct. We are 
willing to assist them. It is not a question of 
some old people or some other people coming 
in the way.    But I would again argue with the  
Ministry  0f  Agriculture    to  find methods to 
do that.    I certainly cannot do that and it is not 
my business. 
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SHRI ARVIND GANESH KULKARNI: It 
is not the Ministry of Ariculture but the 
financing agency. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: Therefore, both 
he and I should work to. gether on this 
exercise. I have already told him that we can 
get ammonia and that these fertilizer plants 
too will have additional ammornia. We have 
capacity at Haldia, we are going to take that to 
Cochin and give this ammonia for producing 
urea and other things. I can certainly look at 
it. I am not rejecting it. 

Sir, the condition is that I am merely a 
producer. My Ministry is merely a producer. 
We produce to order. The order comes from 
the Agriculture Ministry. If they ask me to 
produce  only  ammonia,   I  will have  to. 
Then the size of the plants has been in 

question. I want to say two things. First of all, it 
was said that we   have tried to restructure it, 
but they hope that crores will not be spent on 
restructuring it. I  assure you that the 
management cost of the different corporations 
created by us will be equi. valent to the total 
management cost, at the top level, of the 
Fartilizer Corporation of India as on date. It will 
be pro rata. Of course, the rise in price and 
other things are there, but    that is   another   
point.   That   consideration has to be given.  
Sir, the    Fertilizer Corporation was not the  
only monopoly house. There are many more. 
The Government had  accepted that     this 
Company was too big and that is why they had 
the National Fertiliser Company and   other   
things.      Therefore, there is no politics in it. 
We are doing it simply to see that there are 
smaller better managed units. These big mon-
strous things lose all control from the top and 
become    unamanageable and costs go up in 
this strategic industry where, as my hon. friend 
from Karnataka  rightly pointed out  the produc-
tion of foodgrains is involved. Therefore,   we  
have  to  save  every  penny and try to see how 
best we can do it. 

Now, Sir, on the question of technology or 
on the question of the size of  plants,  my  
colleague  has  already 

 answered; I would merely touch one 
point and I have done. The hon. Mem 
ber, Shri Prem Manohar, talked about 
the capability of 900-tonne paints. Sir 
I may inform him that for the first 
time, the Janata Government has 
given the process and design division 
the engineering division of the Fer 
tilizer Corporation a separate existence 
and we have told them to produce a 
600-tonne plant in the Assam area.. 
We are putting it up based on gas. 
Now, 1 might tell you that this will be 
the first 100 Per cent Indian perfor 
mance for 600 tonnes. Even for 900- 
tonne plants, the process know-how 
and many things will have to be im 
ported. I can assure you that there 
is not much difference between 900 
and 1350. But if we can produce at 
a cost which, in terms of economics, 
would not put on the exchequer a 
burden of hundreds of crores by way 
of subsidy, then it should be prefer, 
red. And these two plants are being 
preferred on this philosophy. The hon. 
Member, Mr. Kulkarni, said that the 
feed-stock philosophy must be review, 
ed. We have already done it. And 
since the hon. Member, Mr. Kulkarni, 
was away from the House unfortuna 
tely for two years, for very bad rea 
sons   not      for   good reasons____  

(Interruptions). Well, the reasons are now 
being corrected slowly and surely. The hon. 
Member, Mr. Kulkarni, will understand that 
this Government has decided on a feedstock 
policy and has already reviewed it. The feed-
stock policy is cost preference. Then coal will 
be considered only after the two plants have 
operated. Then we will find out what is going 
to happen. On coal no final decision has been 
taken. Then naphtha: here inland disposal 
causes problems. Then fuel oil, which is the 
last. Therefore, that philosophy has been 
finalised and we know what, we are going to 
do about it. 

SHRI ARVIND GANESH KULKARNI:  
Subsidising... 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: I am coming to 
it—the Marathe Committee. I do not know 
how much time it will 
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take, but I will come to it. I will not like to 
hold the House beyond 6—15. I think I will 
need time till 6—15 because I have 
something to say on drugs. 

(Interruption) 

Sir, the Marathe Committee's 
recommendations have to be understood in the 
correct perspective. The Marathe Committee 
said: Have for the whole industry one 
retention price and then subsidise one after 
seeing the economy of the other. We have not 
accepted that. The Janata Government rejected 
that and accepted another philosophy. Since 
the Marathe Committee had worked out the 
costing of each of the plants in existence, we 
have given a retention price to each plant. We 
are not robbing Peter to pay Paul. Peter is the 
Agriculture Department or someone else. Each 
plant is given not less than 12 per cent of net 
worth and a retention price has been fixed for 
each plant. Now, what happens? New plants 
are being subsidised. However, fertilisers are 
being sold at a particular rate, which is higher 
in some cases and lower in the case of others. 
Therefore, from the pool which is thus created 
from out of the sales, from out of that pool the 
new plants are being subsidised. However, 
what the honourable Shri Kul-karni has said is 
also one way of do-is you are getting more 
than your due. much can this country pay, 
what rate can it pay? What we can really do is 
something on which we have to give our 
mind. My mind is open on what he has said, 
of trying to persuade the Finance Ministry for 
a low interest rate for the fertilizer industry or 
for other types of things. That is what he has 
suggested... 

SHRI ARVIND GANESH KULKARNI: 
Just a moment. I made a suggestion that 
suppose the IFFCO plant's cost of production 
is X, they should get X plus something. Now, 
according to Marathe Committee^ formula 
and the Ministry's decision we    are getting 
less   than what   we 

would have got.    This is why I made the 
suggestion that... 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: My point is you 
are getting more than our due. You should not 
get more than 12 per cent nett. Why should 
you get more? That more should go to new 
plants. Even if IFFCO puts up a plant near 
Gujarat the same thing will apply there... 

SHRI ARVIND GANESH KULKARNI: 
For that purpose, please accept our 
colleague's suggestion; give us World Bank 
loan at i per cent. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: I have no 
objection if IFFCO and others want to go in 
for World Bank loan. If World Bank can look 
at it, I will try my best to go into that. No 
objection 

Sir, so much about the fertilizer. Now I 
come to drugs. I have got to talk so many 
things... 

SHRI VIREN J. SHAH: Don't become  a 
drug addict. 

[The Vice-Chairman (Shri U. K. 
Lakshmana Gowda) in the Chair] 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: I have left that 
job to my honourable friend because he is of 
very great help in. many matters. 

So, about drug policy two extreme views 
are being expressed: one represented by the 
honourable Shri Kalyan Roy for whom I have 
got the greatest possible admiration, because 
of not only his radical political views and 
radical economic orientation in matters of 
policy but also because he is one man who 
speaks out his mind candidly; there are others 
in the industry who have all combined and 
they have started putting advertisements. One 
of those advertisements appeared in today's 
Statesman and they say this Government has 
done a great harm to the growth of this in-
dustry. What harm have I done? If what Mr. 
Kalyan Roy said was right, 
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[Shri H.  N. Bahuguna] the hue and   cry on 
the    other side would not be there, and there 
would be kudos for me.    But I know I was in  
difficulty.   The Hathi     Committee generated 
a lot of hope in the minds of many people in 
this country except those that constituted the 
Hathi Committee.   Now, the    Hathi    
Committee report was lying in cold storage 
since February or March 1975.    We had to 
work out what to do about the Hathi 
Committee report.   The    Hathi Committee 
also did a difficult and strange sort of exercise.    
The first paragraph of the report said, "The 
Committee by a majority view holds that the 
multinationals      should    be      nationalised; 
taken over..."    (Interruption)    Now he has 
had his fertilizer share.    He is not interested in 
drugs. 

Sir, immediately in the succeeding 
paragraph the Hathi Committee said, "The 
unanimous view...". The first is the 'majority 
view'. Here it is the 'unanimous view'. And I 
am not very much off the wording used. It 
said: "'The unanimous view of the Committee 
is that the Government should do the 
following: 

(1) bring the multi-national 
shareholding equity to 40 per cent, 
ultimately to 26 per cent..." 

The Committee also said one thing more. 
"Try t0 keep the shares", that is, they should 
not be dispersed. The public sector or 
someone should enter into and purchase these 
shares. Now, the Hathi Committee was 
composed of very eminent people. But those 
people with all their eminence did not realise 
that multi-nationals were operating in this 
country at that very point of time—even today 
it is so—in the field of manufacturing biscuits. 
They are processing sea food which requires 
no technology. It is just a common man's job. 
Anybody can produce biscuits anywhere in 
the country. But multi-nationals are there in 
this field. Sir, we have to look at multi-
nationals in the totality of their business. 
Firstly, I am not one who feel that there could 
not be 

a role for multi-nationals. Which is the 
homeland of multi-nationals? I told a group of 
American friends who were with me the other 
day that we are grateful to their press for 
coming out with facts about their multi-
nationals time and again and telling the world 
how dangerous they could be. It is not we who 
find out these multi-nationals. It is the 
American press, the American Senate and the 
American Congress. They find out them and 
tell the world how dangerous they can be. 

Now, this Ministry has succeeded in taking  
certain  steps    which  are  distinctly different 
from the policies followed    so  far  in    regard  
to    multinationals.    In  the field of drugs,  the 
Government    have   taken a    distinct 
decision, not because I am the Minister.   I do 
not want to take credit for it, though I have 
formulated my own views.   We know that 
drugs are very important because    they have   
to do something with human lives. We cannot 
leave  it to    multi-nationals    and allow them 
to play with the lives of the people    by 
producing    the drugs and then changing their 
names or doing anything they like.   Therefore, 
in the field of drugs, We have done something 
which is    completely new and which was    
not even    thought of by the Hathi Committee.   
Firstly,    if   is not that a    multi-national, if it 
does not  want  to  be an  Indian company, 
need not bring the share under FERA or  
equity of the holding company to 40 per    cent.   
In our case,    it is we who  determine  whether  
a particular company shall bring its equity to 
40 percent.   All those who are not performing 
any high technology business in  this    country 
will have    to bring down their equity to 40 per 
cent. This is what we have    said.    Secondly, 
of the remaining 60 per cent, 20 per cent 
should go to the working class.    This decision 
was never taken by the so-called progressives  
who preceded us. It is we who have decided 
that 20 per cent   would  go  to  the working 
class and those employed by these companies. 
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AN HON. MEMBER: You were part of that 
Government. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: I was a part.   As I 
said, I have learnt it from Jawaharlal Nehru.   
Whatever I have learnt from him has been 
unlearnt by others and that is why we said 
good bye to them.   Now, this 20 per cent share 
to the workers is a new thing. Shri Kalyan Roy 
should have at least referred to it.   He is a 
trade unionist and a socialist who believes in 
socialist economy.   He should   have    seen 
that this is a distinct    feature.    The Hathi 
Committee never talked about it.   The rest of 
the 40 percent will go to the    public sector    
preferably   or otherwise to such people as we 
designate.    Some hon. Members  said that 
these   multi-nationals    import    intermediates 
and    raw    materials.   Now, we have    laid 
down    conditions that particular  
intermediates will have to be produced by 
them in India, if they want  to remain here.   
They    cannot go on importing unless, of 
course, it is  only 2 kgs or  10 kgs which may 
not be economical for    them to produce here.    
They can no longer live in this country    
producing    formulations and not producing 
basic drugs. They have to do it from the very 
first stage.   Then,   the   Hathi    Committee 
gave them time upto three years. We give   
them    only   two   years.   Then again, within 
the period of six months, they have to give 
their    scheme    of things.   Otherwise they 
will have to face the consequences.   It   was    
said that we are going to regularise their 
capacity.   It is not true.   We are not 
regularising any    capacity.    We    are 
regularising certain capacities in certain fields.   
That is what we were doing.   The excess 
capacity    was regularised and the 
Government will have the option.   We will 
preempt and fix the rates  at which they should 
produce.   Now, what is wrong about it? They 
have    developed those    things. We have 
inherited those things from the previous    
Government.    They did not bother about it for 
many years. But we have said, Sir, that Ti 
there is no legal authority behind such expan- 
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sion, then we are not going to expand that. 
Therefore, if I may humbly submit, we have 
perhaps done a reasonable job of the Hathi 
Committee lecommendations. We have said, 
Sir, that "drugs" and "pharmaceuticals", which 
were for many years only omnibus terms, 
have got to be redefined so that the 
multinations do not enter the small-scale field 
and any field in the way they like. They were 
doing that so far. They were taki'ng loan 
licence. ICl had taken loan licence and 
fetching their formulations produced from 
M[s Smith Stanistreet in Calcutta and are 
working on it. But we have said: "No more 
loan licence to the multinationals." We have 
put so many curbs on them: We have said: 
"No more small-scale field for them." Of 
course, we did not accept the Hathi Commit-
tee recommendation that the small-scale 
should be exempt from price control if their 
turn-over is not more than one crore. No. We 
have said that it remains at fifty lakhs. What 
does it mean if you are going to make it five 
crores or two crores or one crore worth of 
turnover? It does not remain the small-scale 
sector any more. Therefore, we have tried to 
save that so that the entry of the bigger houses 
by other processes does not take place here. 

Sir, it has been said by these Indus-
trialists—and I want to put a word of caution 
to them—that this type of a decision by the 
Government, as they have put it in the 
advertisement today, is going to prevent new 
technology from coming to India. Now, what 
is our decision? Why do they say that? 
Paragraph 100 of my statement which I have 
placed today on the Table of the House says 
this: 

"The Drug Controller should not, while 
granting permission, give recognition to 
brand names of new single-ingredient drugs 
should" such drugs be allowed to be 
marketed under the brand names when first 
introduced into this country." They want to 
introduce anything and everything and that 
too on their terms 
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and if I put some reasonable restriction, they 
can upset it. I am sorry, I must tell the 
industry—I would like to appeal to them—that 
they should/ fall in line with the Hathi 
Committee recommendations as enforced by 
the Government's policy decisions. The 
Government will not tolerate any roundabout 
methods or the musical chair business about 
these recommendations. I know that there are 
large interests threatening like clouds and I 
know that the man-eaters have been on the 
prowl and I am not going to budge an inch 
from the position that this Government has 
taken so that the multinationals behave and 
function within the framework and the totality 
of the policy of this country so long as I am in 
charge of this Ministry and so long as the 
Janata "Government is there and we will try to 
see that they do not run away from their 
primary responsibility. 

SHRI KALYAN ROY: Has any 
multinational behaved responsibly anywhere 
in the world so far? 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: Irrespective of 
their responsibility, they have gone to every 
part of the world. I am 'not talking of this one 
particular thing. But we will see that they 
behave in that .manner and I will be 
answerable to this House to justify what I am 
saying today. 

SHRI KALYAN ROY: Brave words. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA; If I do not say 
those words, the honourable Member, Mr. 
Kalyan Roy, would say that Mr. Bahugu'na 
has become so weak that he cannot even 
speak and his mouth is shut. But, if I speak 
something from the core of my heart, then he 
will say that these are only brave words. If I 
ask him to withdraw them, he will sav that i 
should not tell hi>m that he should withdraw 
them. Sir, I thought I could be put to test. We 
are put to test, and, of course, I  am willing to 
be tested 

must assure them that the mani objectives 0f 
the Hathi committee have been achieved. The 
loan licence business, the workers' share 
business, the saving of the small-scale sector, 
the beginning made with the removal of brand 
"names—these are all things of which we can 
be proud and we have told them, we havte 
told the multinationals, that the <jrug field, I 
repeat, is the only field in which they do not 
have the option—they have the option to 
come dow'.i or not to come down to 40 per 
cent—and that option is there in other fields, 
but not in the drug field and it is the 
Government which has the determining 
power in that particular respect. Therefore, I 
think we have gone far enough, Trnd you 
should not have expected this Government to 
jump around everywhere in one year. Let us 
see how things  function. 

Sir, so far as the chemicals are concerned, I 
would certainly look into what Shri Prem 
Manohar said about the use of ammonia. I am 
'not making a promise because this has been 
raised only today. And I am not an expert in 
the chemical field as he is. I go by his 
wisdom. He has been very helpful to us in the 
matter of drugs and we will certainly discuss 
as to what can be done to force those people 
t0 do that, so that the ancilli-ary 0r secondary 
activities in that field can be encouraged by 
this type of dispensation and to make it avail-
able to them. If they are sending liquified 
ammonia outside, certainly we shall see to it, 
or we will see how to produce more. We will 
certainly work oUt and look into it. 

So far as the export of chemicals is 
concerned, there has been remarkably good 
work done. Prices o1 pesticides have gone 
down; production has gone up. So far as the 
production of basic and technical grade of 
pesticides is concerned, the record is very 
good. The Government have done a good job 
of it. So far as the exports are concerned,   
newspaper    reports      say 
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that we have lost the target of 180. But 
calculations are t0 be made and will be 
compile^ by the Ministry 0i Commerce and 
we will be able to see whether or not we have 
reached the target. But I have no reason to be-
lieve that the Government have gone below 
164. I do not hold that type of view. I also 
quite agree with the hon. Member Shri Prem 
Manohar that many people who took licences 
have cornered the capacity. I am quite one 
with him, and I will certainly tell my Ministry 
to examine all such cases of licences and find 
out if there are any reasonable grounds for the 
non-execution of that or for their failure to 
convert them int0 production units. There 
may be some reasonable grounds; the State 
Government may not have been able to help 
them or some imports were not allowed 
which were a part of that licence. Other, wise, 
I would say that such licencees should be 
removed and new people should be allowed 
to go ahead. Let a'nybody do it; let everybody 
do it. 

Sir, the hon. Member, Shri Shyam Lai 
Yadav, talked about the dealers and their 
difficulties. We are looking into them through 
the Oil Prices Committee and some more 
committees. Let us hope that we will be able 
to < onvince him that we have done nothing 
which will 'not be in the interests of the 
totality of the dealers. We will certainly see 
to it. But I would request him to use his good 
offices with the State Governments where his 
party is the ruling party, to look after local 
taxes. I have been writing to everybody to 
reduce them at least in the case of kerosene, if 
not other things, but I have not succeeded 
with any chief Minister, whether a Janata 
Chief Minister of Congress Chief Minister or 
a'ny other Chief Minister. 

AN HON. MEMBER; CPM Chief, 
Minister  also. , 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: Yes I am 
sorry.   Nobody has agreed with it. 

SHRI MAQSOOD ALj KHAN 
(Karnataka); When you cannot reduce the 
excise duty, you cannot ask the Chief 
Ministers to 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: Well, at least 
somebody should be good. Let us start 
somewhere. The demand was made from that 
side and, therefore, I am merely saying the 
difficulties. I do not say that it is a good thing 
to have all the excise that we have. But the 
point is this. It is a hard fact that our oil or our 
oil products are based on an imaginary figure 
of price which we fixed for crude produced 
by the ONGC which is very much lower than 
the world price. If the world prices were to be 
paid to the ONGC, thenj perhaps, the cost 
would go very high. We have not done 
anything on our side. If the general budgetary 
position requires so or the Finance Ministry 
thought so, I have no reason to quarrel with 
our hon. colleague except to plead with him 
and let him know the views of the House. 

Sir, there has been a lot of discussion about 
the cooking gas. We are really very sorry that 
we have not been able to meet the demand. 
There is a long waiting list. We have been 
able t0 cover 2.8 mirion families. But this 
year, we have proposed to cover another 
300000 families. But the biggest thing 3 the 
question of refilling which is oiter. and more 
and more causing difficulty in many cases. I 
am trying to streamline that. Let me hope that 
we will succeed in the marketing business and 
something will come out of it. 

Sir, as I said on the drugs side, I want to 
repeat that nobody can make indiscriminate 
import of raw materials, and everybody will 
have to produce, specially these 
multinationals, that raw material here itself. I 
am again repeating it here. 

Sir, one hon. Member, Shri Viren J. Shah, 
said something about sponge 
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iron.   Now,   Sir,   my   information    is that  
the Steel Ministry's calculations are that in 
order to make sponge iron marketable, the 
price of gas has     to be zero not even Rs. 300. 

SHRI VIREN J. SHAH; That is not 
correct. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: This is the 
information which I have got from the 
ONGC. The MECON are looking into this. 
But I am absolutely clear in my mind that the 
priorities will have certainly to be fixed on the 
basis of the best possible utilisation of the gas, 
that is o'ne, and the needs of the country—that 
is number two. Price is something, of course, 
which can be fixed. The MECON are now 
going into the whole thing and let me see 
what they ultimately say about it-About the 
philosophy on petro-chemi-cals or the role of 
the IPCL or the Petrofils, now, Sir, all these 
have a certain background. For example, I 
cannot restructure their equity capital. At the 
IPCL in Baroda, I cannot change the concept 
of 0ne hundred things being done by the 
Government down the stream and taking upon 
itself a very huge burden of that Corporation. 
Nevertheless, the Baroda plant is yet to be on 
stream. They have tried and they are trying to 
put the plant on. Meanwhile, Sir, so far as the 
Petrofils is concerned,, I quite agree with my 
friend, Mr. Viren Shah that we should look 
into the cost of it. We are looking very 
carefully at the costing even. 

Sir, I told this to my colleagues, the 
Minister of industry and the Minister of 
Commerce also. Loud talks are being made 
that these people are not reducing their price. 
I reduced that price over the year of DMT. I 
reduced the price even of the petrofil yarn. 
But the cost of cloth outside, produced in the 
market, has not gone down even by one paisa. 
The hard fact remains that the total fabric cost 
even 

at these rates is a very small part, not even 25 
per cent of the total duties which are on this 
type 0f yarn or on this type of cloth. This 
country has to think and finalise its 
philosophy on man-made fabric and we have 
to see whether that is three times more dur-
able and hundred per cent better in quality 
and cheaper than the cotton one. Then the size 
of the plant will also determine the cost. 

SHRI VIREN J. SHAH: There is a delay. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: That is true. 
Delays have come in,, not for one reason. 
There have been good reasons and there have 
been bad reasons also. And I am not 
justifying the delay. 

SHRI VIREN J. SHAH: Are you giving 
information on that? 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: Not right now. 
I would communicate to you whatever the 
reasons that we find. 

SHRI VIREN J. SHAH: The House would 
like to know that. 

SHRI H. N.    BAHUGUNA;   I      do not 
mind    even    placing it    on    the Table of 
the House.      I would do it, Sir,  I wou'd  do  
it. 6 P.M. 

SHR- SUNDER SINGH BHANDARI 
(Uttar Pradesh): Not privately. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA; No, not 
privately. When     Bhandariji       is 
present in this House, anybody cannot but 
ignore the privileges of this House only at his 
own peril. I know how legitimately watchful 
he is in these matters. Now, Sir, I have, 
therefore to say only one thing. 

SHRI SHYAM LAL YADAV: What 
about the wage structure? 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA; The ne-
gotiations are on today,, tomorrow and the 
day after. In another three or four days we are 
going to talk them over. We are also going to 
talk about the wages of the I.D.P.L. workers, 
these medical plant workers. 
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SHRI    PREM    MANOHAR;    What 
about the ancillary industries? 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: About the 
wages in the ancillary industries we do not do 
anything at the moment. All i can say is that I 
assure the House that the Government's inten-
tion is to provide the cheapest possible 
fertiliser, cheapest possible chemicals to the 
peasants. Of course one thing which was said, 
with which I readily agreed, and which was 
said by Shri Shyam Lai Yadav, is that our 
present situation is that about 20 per sent 
peasants corner 80 per cent of the fertiliser 
and 80 per cent peasants do not have the 
capacity to use more than 20 per cent 
fertiliser. But this is the unfortunate situation 
in the economy of this country today, where 
30 per cent rural people possess 80 per cevit 
of the wealth, total assets, another block of 30 
per cent possess only 2 per cent and the 
remaining JO per cent—of course, you can 
add on—possess 18 per cent of the wealth. 
Therefore, we have to restructure— that is 
what we always say—our rural society and we 
have to restructure— as rihtly said by Shri 
Prem Manohar —our industrial licensing 
policy also in a manner so that the big ones 
will not become bigger. The 20 large houses, 
over a period of nine years, increased their 
control of assets by 82 per cent; almost 
doubled it UP-Which were these 9 years? 
They were prior to March, 1977. A lot of 
socialism was b«ing talked those days. 

SHRI SHYAM LAL YADAV: What is the 
position this year? 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: All I can say is 
that Rome was not built in a day and changes 
of this type cannot be brought about in one 
day. We have not been able to restructure the 
rural assets, nor our wealth here. But in this 
Ministry we have clearly laid down a policy, 
namely, no chain petrol pumps, no chain gas 
lines. We are  going   to  see  that the 
Burshane 

Gas is taken over an^ this type of monopoly 
is removed. We are going to decide what is 
going to be the size of gas dealership in 
Bombay and what is it going to be in Banaras 
because in both these places the inputs are 
different, and the rates are different. 
Therefore, we have to see what will be the 
economic size, which will give the man a 
reasonable return, at least the bank rate. 
(Interruptions). I am going to take back from 
them the dea. lerships. Of course petrol is 
going to be difficult but gas is going to be 
easy. Petrol is going to be involved with legal 
difficulties. I am not sure whether we will 
succeed on petrol but about gas we have 
already decided and I expect that before the 
end of this session I will make a statement 
and tell you what I have restructured so that a 
positive concrete thing comes cut. 

I am making a small effort in this particular 
direction. But certainly these big houses and 
big sharks have to be dealt with. I hope the 
Janata Party will be able to succeed where 
earlier the Government had failed to 
discharge their obligations of restructuring 
the ownership. 

DR. RAFIQ ZAKARIA (Maharashtra): 
The big sharks are in league with you 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA; If they were in 
league with us, I would not have been talking 
the language that I have been doing and this 
Government would not have been implement-
ing the recommendations of the Hathi 
Committee the way it has done. The test of 
the Pudding lies in its eating. 

DR. RAFIQ ZAKARIA: One swallow 
does not make summer. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: That you have 
come here, I treat it as a big summer, that is, 
the bulbul from MaharasRtra, with very 
sweet and melodious voice of Dr. Zakaria. 
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AN      HON.    MEMBER:      Like    a 
sparrow. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: It cannot be 
sparrow; it has to be bulbul. Nevertheless, I 
can assure the hon. House that we shall try to 
boost the morale where it is necessary to 
boost and I plead with the workers in the 
fertili&ers and in the chemicals industries to 
have a truce and peace, because last year, the 
largest loss of production of ammonia 
fertiliser was due to the man-hours lost—not 
due to power—because of strikes and I 
concede it as one of my defeats and one of my 
failures. This year, I am going to discuss with 
the working class and call them together, 
industry-wise. I have started that dialogue and 
get ii>t0 a 5-year agreement with them or at 
least the remaining 4 years of this 
Government and would appeal to them, let us 
not go on go-slow or strike. To my mind, in 
an industry like the chemicals Or the 
fertilisers, going slow is a crime against th;.-
nation. 

 
SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: I am very 

happy that the ex-Labour Minis, ter Shri 
Anjiah is sitting here. I am sure many 
attempts were made earlier for secret ballot 
which he and his party have left; I have been 
a part of that party earlier. In any case I am 
not challenging his bonafides today. He is 
quite right, Sir. The Industrial Relations Bill 
is going to be on the anvil of this House and J 
am one who is absolutely for a secret ballot 
for at least 3 years or 4 years or something 
like that and then, of course, individual 
matters can be taken over by small units but 
on general questions, the small  or other 

units will have    no    say.      But    the trouble    
which    I  am facing in one particular    unit    
is—and  I  will  not name it for many 
reasons—the whole of the working class is 
with one union and  that union carries on well 
with the management but on a very strategic 
and particular point,    there    are about 20 
people who are in another union   and   they   
are   making   it   impossible    for    the plant 
to  function. Now, it is not so easy with the 
unions. Like Mr. Anjiah, I have also been a 
labour worker; he is a labour leader and I have 
also been a small labour worker, a small 
worker in the labour field.    Even a small 
union can create difficulties.    Now, it is the 
patriotism of  the   workers  that  has   got   to  
be roused much more and I arn sure the 
Members of this House will be with me in 
trying to rouse that feeling so that  production  
does  not  suffer  and the workers' rights do 
not get compromised and some one tomorrow 
does not have  to say:   "I  am sorry I  did very 
wrong to stop the bonus" having stopped it 
earlier.    I do not want to do that.    The 
working class have got the right to go on 
strike but these are strategic areas.    The 
fertiliser factory —once closed down, is 
difficult to be brought back to function.    
Chemicals factory   is   very   sensitive.    
Chocking takes place and   pipes   get   
damaSei^-You have to see so many things and 
it  is just impossible    to    deal    with 
chemicals. The entire formentation is wasted 
and millions of rupees are lost, just because 
the workers go on strike. Now,  these are the 
areas where the management  is   also   at  
fault.    I   do not say only the workers are at 
fault. Both  the management  and  the workers  
have  to   look   at   the     question from a new 
angle    and I am    more than   sure   that   the   
co-operation   of this  House  from  all sides 
will make it possible for us to have peace and 
yet  concessions  to   workers   on   their 
rights,   and   the   country    will    have 
cheaper drugs, cheaper fertilisers and enough 
fertilisers and we do not have to  waste  
money  on  imports .   .   . 

AN HON.  MEMBER:   And cheaper 
petroleum products. 
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SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA; Yes, we will 
have cheaper petroleum products. 

SHRI L. R. NAIK: What about 
reservations for Scheduled Castes and the 
Scheduled Tribes? 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: I hope 25 per 
cent will go to the Scheduled Castes and the 
Scheduled Tribes but we will have to see 
which are the States and which are the areas 
where we can give gas agencies to the Sche-
duled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes. Then, 
the whole country's picture will be before this 
House and the other House. I would be 
presenting the whole position after restruc-
turing my assets because, today, what I have 
are the existing things to distribute. I will 
have to take away something frc-m the richer 
ones and give it to the poorer o'nes so that the 
ownership does not remain .   .   . 

DR. RAFIQ ZAKARIA: You should do 
something for the minorities also. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: The minorities 
are safe so far as I am concerned. I am more 
than sure that they will get their due share 
and more than their share. It is going to be 
the engineers, the unemployed engineers, the 
unemployed graduates, the weaker sections, 
the craftsmen, the minorities, the Harijans, 
the Scheduled Castes, the Scheduled Tribes 
and so on who will benefit. These are the 
people who will benefit, not the people who 
own business, not the people who pay 
income-tax, not the people who are richer 
and so on. We would also help them to get 
loans from the banks. It will be our duty to 
see that they are rehabilitated. This is our 
approach. 

With these words, I conclude. I hope the 
House will give us its cooperation and that 
we will be able to serve the nation to the best 
of our ability.   Thank you very much. 

REPORTS OF THE PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTS   COMMITTEE 

SHRI S. A. KHAJA MOHIDEEN (Tamil 
Nadu): Sir, I beg to lay on the Table a copy 
each of the following Reports of the Public 
Accounts Committee: — 

(i) Sixty-sixth Report on Action taken 
by Government on the recommendations 
of the Committee contained in its 218th 
Report (Fifth Lok Sabha) relating to 
Illegal Import °f Gold. 

(ii) Sixty-seventh Report on Action 
taken by Government on the 
recommendations of the Committee 
contained in its 212th Report (Fifth Lok 
Sabha) relating to Customs Receipts, 
1972-73. 

(iii) Sixty-eighth Report on Action 
taken by Government on the 
recommendations of the Committee 
contained in its 177th Report (Fifth Lok 
Sabha) relating to Union Excise Duties, 
1971-72. 

(iv) Sixty-ninth Report on Action taken 
by Government on the recommendations 
of the Committee contained in its 230th 
Report (Fifth Lok Sabha on Expansion of 
Mar-mugao Port. 

(v) Seventieth Report on paragraph 8 of 
the Report of the Comptroller and Auditor 
General of India for the year 1975-76, 
Union Government (Railways) on 
Marketing and Sales Organisation. 

(vi) Seventy-first Report on paragraphs 
7, 13 and 14 of the Report of the 
Comptroller and Auditor General of India 
for the year 1975-76, Union Government 
(Posts and Telegraphs). 

(vii) Seventy-second Report on 
paragraph 26 of the Report of the 
Comptroller and Auditor General of India 
for the year 1975-76, Union Government 
(Civil) on Import of Rapeseed and 
Rapeseed Oil from Canada. 

(viii) Seventy-third Report on paragraph  
48 of the Report of the 


